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INTRODUCTION FOR 2004
Greetings to you all.
2003 was a vintage year for us here in Cornwall; we had enough rain to give and sustain good growth
to the bulbs and plenty of substance to the flowers and to give us one of the most pleasant and
enjoyable spring seasons with our flowers.
Smokey Bear 4Y-0

Polwheveral 2W-W

We were pleased to he awarded Gold Medals for our displays throughout the Country, and in particular
the National Show at Warwick, and at the Bath Show our very first display at this venue, but our
greatest Joy was to he awarded the Royal Horticultural Societies coveted Gold Medal for the display at
Wisley Garden.
This year we shall again he featuring Displays at;
Devoran on the 13th March (Display only)
Penzance on the I 8th, 19th and 20th March
Cotehele House 25th to 29th March (Display only)
Falmouth Spring Show 27th and 28th
Eden Project 30th March to 2nd April (Display only)
Cornwall Garden Society Show at Boconnoc 3rd and 4th April
Southwest Group Show at Probus Gardens 10th, 11th and 12th April
The Daffodil Society Show at Warwick 17th and 18th April
RHS Daffodil Show at Wisley Garden 27th and 28th April
We would like to take this opportunity to congratulate The Royal Horticultural Society on their 200
year bi-centenary celebration, many fine and new plants have been selected by them to commemorate
this occasion, we are pleased to be able to offer you their choice selection of Daffodil and Tulip Bulbs,
the Tulips are grown especially in Holland.
Please remember, if you do not find what you are looking for in this list please contact us as we just
may have the variety in our collection.

Arkle 1Y-Y

Whether you like to just grow, or enjoy the challenge of Showing your flowers,
best wishes for an enjoyable year.

Son and Maureen Scamp
defray
Seedling 4W-W
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HORTICULTURAL CLASSIFICATION
Whether of wild or cultivated origin, once a selection has been distinguished by a cultivar name it should be assigned to Divisions 1 12. Daffodils distinguished solely by botanical name should be assigned to Division 13.

Notes
1. The characteristics for Divisions 5 to 10 are given for guidance only; they are not all necessarily expected to be
present in every cultivar assigned to those divisions.
2. Divisions 12 and 13 are not illustrated owing to the wide variation in shape and size between the flowers involved.
DIVISION 1
TRUMPET DAFFODIL CULTIVARS
One flower to a stem; corona (trumpet)
as long as, or longer than the perianth
segments (petals)

DIVISION 8
TAZETTA DAFFODIL CULTIVARS
Characteristics of Section Tazetta clearly
evident: usually three to twenty flowers to
a stout stem; perianth segments spreading
not reflexed; flowers usually fragrant.

DIVISION 12 - OTHER DAFFODIL CULTIVARS
Ditflod it cultivars which do not fit the definition of any other division
DIVISION 13 - DAtD)tra s I )isi!t+E;UISHED SOLELY BY BOTANICAL NAME
Si:. !RN TAITNAN Itis

Autunin flowering; one to lour flowers to a rounded stem; leaves very narrow, glaucous, not alway present on flowering
bulbs; dower ascending, yellow; corona absent or rudimentary; anthers widely exserted from the tube, much shorter
than the filaments, dorsifixed.
SE( IN Si RtIlINI
Autumn flowering; usually one to wo flowers to a rounded stem; leaves very narrow, glausous, not always present on
flowering bulbs; perianth segments pure whie, usually very short, yellow, orange or green; anthers including in or
slightly exserted from tube, longer than the filaments, dorsifixed; flowers fragrant.
Al Ill 11,1

DIVISION 2
LARGE-CUPPED DAFFODIL CULTIVARS
One flower to a stem; corona more than
one-third, but less than equal to the
length of the perianth.

(bro., to 12 flowers to a compressed stem; leaves flat not channelled, glaucous; flowers white;
corolla :1 kiimentary or absent; filaments unequal in length; anthers exserted from the tube, dorsifixed; flowers fragrant.
Atitiiii111 lowering;

DivIsioN 9
POETICUS DAFFODIL CULTIVARS
Characteristics of the N.poeticus group:
usually one flower to a stem; perianth
segments pure white; corona very short or
disc-shaped, usually with a green and/or
yellow centre and a red rim, but
sometimes of a single colour; flowers
usually fragrant.

DIVISION 3
SMALL-CUPPED DAFFODIL CULTIVARS
One flower to a stem; corona not more
than one-third the length of the perianth
segments.

DIVISION 10
BULBOCODIUM DAFFODIL CULTIVARS
Characteristics of Section Bulbocodium
clearly evident: usually one flower to a
stem; perianth segments insignificant
compared with the dominant corona;
anthers dorsified (ie attached more or less
centrally to the filament and style usually
curved.

DIVISION 4
DOUBLE DAFFODIL CULTIVARS
One or more flowers to a stem, with
doubling of the perianth segments or the
corona or both.
5
TRIANDRUS DAFFODIL CULTIVARS
Characteristics of N.Triandrus clearly
evident: usually two or more pendant
flowers to a stem, perianth segments
reflexed.
DIvISiON

11
SPLIT CORONA DAFFODIL CULTIVARS.
Corona split - usually for more than half its length

SR 'FR iN TA/KrrAF
Antonin to Spring flowering ; three (rarely two) to 20 flowers to a usually compressed stem; leaves flat or channelled,
usually glaucous; flowers white or bicoloured; anthers included in or slightly exserted from the tube, much longer than
the filaments, dorsifixed; flowers fragrant, the rounded stem and green leaves of N.aureus atypical, also the orange
corona of Melrgans.
SR - i'1
NAN! ism ,.
Spring flowering; 11..11.111y one flower (exceptionally two to four) to a compressed stem; leaves flat not channelled,
glaticials; p..1101111) ..•gme111.; pure white; corona disc-shaped or very shallow, sometimes of a single colour, but usually
with lids, gr•eii, 1111,1 /one voliow and rim red or orange and often scarious; anthers partly exserted from tube, much
1011 1 ;'r II1,1111Iic I ill 111,111.., dorsifixed; flowers fragrant. Section covers N.poeticus.
SR "Ili ■ N IONQIFILLA
Spring flowering; one to five (rarely eight) flowers on a rounded stem; leaves narrow or semi-cylindrical, green; flowers
yellow, never white; perianth segments spreading or reflexed; corona usually cup-shaped, usually wider than long;
anthers included in or partly exserted from the tube, much longer than the filaments, dorsifixed; flowers fragrant. The
Autumn flowering, green-flowered N.viridiflortrs is atypical.
SN 1U IN ARMAND!!
Spring flowering; one flower or two to five to a somewhat compressed stem; leaves narrow, channelled, glaucous;
flowers white or yellow, never bi-coloured; perianth segments spreading or slightly reflexed; corona cup-shaped,
Runnel-shaped or flared, usually wider than long; anthers included in the tube or three included and three exserted,
much longer Ihan the filaments, dorsifixed.

DIVISION

DIVISION 6
CYCLAMINEUS DAFFODIL CULTIVARS
Characteristics of N.cyclamineus clearly
evident: one flower to a stem; perianth
segments significantly reflexed; flower at
an acute angle to the stem, with very
short pedicel (neck),

a). Collar Daffodils
Split-corona daffodils with the corona
segments opposite the perianth segments;
the corona segments usually in two whorls
of three.

DIVISION 7
10NQUILLA AND APODANTHUS DAFFODIL
CULTIVARS
Characteristics of Sections jonquilla or
Apodanthi clearly evident: one to five
(rarely eight) flowers to a stem; perianth
segments spreading or reflexed; corona
cup-shaped, funnel-shaped or flared,
usually wider than long; flowers usually
fragrant.

b). Papillon Daffodils
Split-corona daffodils with the corona
segments alternate to the perianth
segments usually in a single whorl of six.

ill I It

( ;ANT MEI )1:s

Spring flowering; one flower or two to six to an elliptical or cylindrical stem; flowers pendant, white or yellow or
somewhat bi-colon red; leaves flat or semi-cylindrical; perianth segments reflexed; corona cup-shaped (rarely
campanti late); anthers three included in the tube, three exserted (often beyond the corona),
equal lo or much shorter than the filaments, dorsifixed. Section covers N.triandrus.
SECIloN II1 1 1 WAIF BIN

Autumn to Spring flowering; one flower to a rounded stem; leaves narrow, semi-cylindrical; flowers white or yellow;
perianth segments insignificant compared with the dominant corona; anthers widely exserted from the tube (often
beyond the corona), much shorter than the filaments (which are usually curved), dorsifixed.
SI.:( 'I RN [NEW it NARCISSUS
Spring flowering; usually one flower to a more or less compressed or sometimes rounded stem; leaves flat or
channelled, usually glaucous; flowers white, yellow or bicoloured; perianth segments usually spreading orinflexed;
corona more or less cylindrical, often flared at mouth, yellow or white (never orange or red); anthers exserted from the
tube, equal or shorter than the filaments, sub-basifixed. The green leaves. rounded stem and strongly reflexed perianth
seg rn en I s of N.cyclainineus and the two to four flowers to a stern of N.iongispathas and N.nevadensis are atypical.
New Horticultural Classification
(taken from I lie International Daffodil Register by kind permission of the Royal Horticultural Society)
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Cultural Notes

NEW VARIETIES FOR 2004

Many people like to grow some Daffodils in pots, indeed there can be no nicer way to enjoy
fine flowers than when grown correctly and opened to perfection in the conservatory or
greenhouse.

"Carwinion" 2W-YYO (L) 5707 (Lysander x Feock)

However, the following notes are a guide to and for the benefit of those who would perhaps
try this. Today there are many prepared composts available for this purpose, and will suit our
needs quite admirably, with perhaps the addition of a little coarse grit to aid drainage, and
gentle feeding at flowering time.
After potting, it is essential that the bulbs are kept cool and moist, this is to develop the root
system. Plunging the pots outside and covering with a couple of inches of peat or similar
substance is the ideal, as should the bulbs be subjected to premature indoor warmth, growth
will be weak and often the flower will strangle in the neck of the bulb, also the bulb could be
severely checked and die. So a simple rule is to plant early, keep cold, and bring inside to a
cool room or conservatory when the flower buds are clearly well out of the bulb. After
flowering keep well watered and give an occasional feed for about six to eight weeks, then
plant outside in the usual way.
For open ground culture, most garden soils will grow fine daffodils, but the ground should be
deeply cultivated and free draining. Should manure or compost be necessary, this should be
well rotted and worked into the soil a good spade's depth below the surface. Bulbs should
never be in actual contact with manures as this does encourage disease and could be the
cause of rotting.
When planting outside, make a hole deep enough to cover the bulbs by at least twice the
depth of the bulb. Some of the larger bulbs will need at least 6" of soil covering them. They
can then be left undisturbed for several years until lifting and dividing is necessary.
For garden display, a clump always looks better than a straight row; in this way Daffodils can
be incorporated into a flower bed or shrubbery. Remember a little feeding at flowering time
will benefit the bulbs and assist in producing next year's display. You should not remove the
leaves until they are beginning to turn yellow, or for at least eight weeks after flowering.

Slightly later to bloom this is a large flower with
a broad smooth perianth of pure white and a
neatly frilled cup of bright yellow and orange,
excellent for Garden or show
£15.00 each
"Creed" 6W-Y (LM) S851 (Regal Bliss x Pink Silk)
xn.cyclamineus)
Phis has been greatly admired for several years
in our field trials, it is a little larger than some,

1)11111,is proved itself to be durable plant and will
hi. excellent for the Garden or for the show
hooch where it has many successes.
£10.00 each
"Crugmeer" 11aY-R (LM) 5676 (Brandaris x
Paricutin) x Sportsman)

A bro.i(l rounded and flat flower held perfectly
on kill 7-,lcms the corona is evenly proportioned
,111,1 1.tv, 11,11 to each perianth segment, perfect
to' ilie show bench. £25.00 each
"Gellymill" 2YYW-WYY (EM) S830 (Grand
Prospect x Gold Bond)

A superb flower with broad smooth perianth
and .1 \vell-proportioned corona, this opens with
.(111ie kill! coloured undertones but quickly pales
,1 lovely soft yellow with a white halo at the
£20.00 each
.

DAFFODILS and TULIPS
2004 - 2005
This RHS publication contains Daffodil news and
show details from the British Isles (including
Northern Ireland), USA, New Zealand and
Australia. Many articles on daffodils and
containing the latest information on Tulips and
Snowdrops.

"(;01.1111" 2W-W (LM) S347 (Pitchroy x
I )a i I manach)

Very broad and smooth in the perianth and a
long corona the rim is slightly frilled and does
somewhat pinch at the mouth, but has been
successful at many shows under number, and an
excellent grower for the discerning Gardener. ...
£10.00 each

To obtain a copy send £11.00 (postage and
packing included) with your bulb order
Gellymill 2YYW-WYY
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x Loch

"Polgooth" 2W-WWP (L) S857 (Quiet Day x D948
4W-P)

This is a large flower of fine show form with rich
colours enhanced with the olive tones in the
centre, a strong grower and good bulb.
£20.00 each

A beautifully proportioned flower with a smooth
broad perianth the neat corona opens a pale pink
and quickly pales to a clear pink rim, a must for
the show bench, and a good grower. .£25.00 each

x Ristin)
Rich golden yellow throughout, this is an
excellent flower for cutting or garden display, the
tall stems support the flower perfectly and open
well from a bud with a good vase life, we have
also had many successes with this at shows
throughout the country. £12.50 each

"Portloe" 3W-GRR (LM) S475 (Osmington x St
Ann"s)

"Halzephron" 2Y-YYR (LM) 5720 (Kasia
Lundie)

"Mawla" 1Y-Y (EM) 5307 (Viking

"Merthan" 9W-YYR (L) 5734 (Corofin x Lady
Serena)

The flower is a little larger than some of this kind
and is held on tall strong stems, the pure white
perianth is broad and smooth and shows the flat
brightly coloured corona off to perfection, a
regular winner at shows and has been Best
Bloom of its class at the National Show
£10.00 each

Brilliantly coloured flat corona and flat perianth
segments, though not sun proof it stands well in
the Garden and has many show successes and to
its credit Best Bloom at the Dundee Show.
£5.00 each
"Scorrier" 2Y-R (EM) S420 (Polbathic
Lundie)

x Loch

A flower with lovely rich colours on tall stems
that stand well in adverse conditions, this has
also proved itself our field trials and already had
several successes on the show benches.
£8.00 each

.

"Mithrel" 11aW-P (LM) S68I (Phantom
Society x Raspberry Ring)

x (High

Lovely soft Pink and flat evenly split corona
segments with a neat frill that almost covers the
broad perianth, a very decorative Show flower
and a strong vigorous plant £17.50 each

"Trevaunance" 6Y-Y (EM) S664 (n.cyclamineus
Trumpet Warrior)

x

A stunning little variety, short stiff stems with
lovely golden flowers with a gentle reflex,
impeccably smooth and a vigorous plant.
£15.00 each

"Milly's Magic" 2W-YY0 (L) duP seedling (Pismo
Beach x Unknown)

This was raised by Dan duPlessis and we have
been growing this for several years, we are
pleased to be able to offer this very pretty flower
to you, Dan had much success with this at our
local shows and it has been greatly admired
whenever we featured it on our display stands. .
£15.00 each

Trevaunance 6Y-Y

Mithrel 11a W-P

Merthan 9W-YYR

Scorner 2Y-R
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DIVISION 1 TRUMPET DAFFODILS.
"Bell Rock" 1W-Y (M) 8428 (Cyros x Ben Aligin)
-

This is a sturdy plant with flowers of heavy substance,
the broad well overlapping perianth segments are pure
white and show off the long bright yellow trumpet to its
best, very neatly frilled at be rim, and of excellent show
form.
each £6.00
"Doombar" IY W (LM) 5772 (Gin and Lime x Altun Ha)
The flower is full of heavy substance, with a broad flat
and smooth perianth of Golden Yellow, the long straight
Trumpet reverses quickly to make this an excellent
reverse bi-colour for the show bench, a good strong
grower.
£25 each
"Eu alas" 1Y-Y(E) 5283 (St. Keverne x Ristin).
Excellent show variety and strong plant that exudes the
vigour of St. Keverne and the refinement of Ristin. The
perianth is broad and well overlapped with a long corona
that is well balanced and has a gently expanded mouth...
each £3.50 or 3 for £7.50
"Gwennap" 1Y-Y(E1VI) 5136 (Empress of Ireland x Fine Gold).
This is a plant that has the vigour of (F.G.) and is a large
bold pale flower of the (F of I) style, very broad and
smooth, but inclined to hang its head - when corrected it
is a super flower
each £3.00 or 3 for £7.50
"Greatwood" 1Y-Y(M) S305 (Ormeau x (St. Keverne x New
Zealand 1Y-Y seedling)).
We bred this from parents that possessed the strength
and vigour that is looked for in good Daffodils, St.
Keverne seems to resist baseai rotting and the N.Z.
seedling had the form and breadth of perianth of a top
show flower. We think this variety inherits the best of all
of these, and is already proving to be a consistant show
variety. The flower colour is of Dark golden yellow and
stands well above the foliage on long strong stems.
each £2.50, or 3 for £7.00
"Hai ers Ferr'" 1W Y (M) 5460 (Cyros x Ben Aligin)
is is a f ower with a well formed broad and smooth
perianth of pure White and a long contrasting Trumpet of
Bright Golden Yellow slightly flared the mouth with a
neat rim £25 each
"Hicks Mill" 1YYW-WWY (LM) 5951 (Altun Ha x Snow
Frills)
Some what similar to some but the vigour of this bulb far
out reaches any other variety of the class VERY rapid of
increase and appears to resist rot in my conditions, the
flowers are bold with a good clear reverse and fine
quality, they last a long time on the plant.
£5.00 each or 3 for £12.00
"Idless" 1W-W (E) (Sateen x OP) The earliest all white
trumpet Daffodil to flower with me. It is very prolific and
has produced some very nice show flowers, however it is
admirably suited as an early decorative or cut flower.
£2.50 each
"Lee Moor" 1Y-Y. (L) This is a very useful later flowering
variety that is of good show form and has proved itself
on the benches here at the late county show. The flower is
very smooth and with broadperianth segments of clear
yellow, the long corona opens -lemon yellow tinged with
pink and fades to lemon yellow with maturity. 3 for £4.50
-

-

"Lewis George" 1Y-Y(E) S55 (Viking x Ristin). This very

smooth and bold flower is early and well suited both to
the early show where it has been particularly successful.
Also to the garden where some early spring colour is
desired, a fine bold flower of quality, a rich gold in
colour, and a good plant each £1.50
"Manaccan" 1W-W(LM) 533 (Pitchroy x Dailmanach). We
first flowered this in 1986 and have observed its
development over the years. Many have been prereleased under number, and reports have been most
encouraging with many show successes. It is a large
flower with broad overlapping perianth segments of pure
white, the long corona opens with a pinkish undertone
but goes very white on maturity, a very strong and
vigorous plant. each £2.00 or 3 for £5.00
"Nanstallon" 1Y-Y(EM) S52 (Viking x Ristin) Very smooth
broad overlapping perianth segments of soft primrose
yellow, with a long cylindrical corona slightly flared at
the rim. An excellent flower for show or garden
each £8.50
"Ouma" 1Y-Y(M) 5268 (Viking x Ristin). The name means
Grand or Great Mother. This flower is named for
Grandmother du Plessis who celebrated her 102nd
Birthday when we registered the flower. The plant has
proved its strength and vigour in the field trials. The
stem is long and supports a flower of great beauty being
perfectly formed both for show and in floral
arrangements. It already has many top awards both at
County and National Shows and has been Best bloom in
the Southwest on many occasions each £5.00
"Pemboa" 1W-Y, (EM) 8/748 (Regal Bliss x Pink Silk) A most
elegant and perfectly formed flower for any occasion the
plant is strong and vigorous with stiff stems that hold the
broad smooth bloom well above the foliage, it is pure
White and contrasts beautifully with the long brightly
coloured and gently flared Trumpet. £30 each
"Probus" 1Y-Y(M) S57 (Viking x Ristin). This is a very
vigorous plant that produces many fine, bold flowers of
eat golden colour. The perianth is broad and rounded
with a long well balanced trumpet. An excellent variety
for cutting, garden display or for show. We have a large
stock to permit the low introductory price
each £3.00 or 3 for £7.50
"Rame Head" 1Y-Y. (LM) A fine large flower with broad
perianth of good substance. Has been successfully shown
at both top National and the major Westcountry shows. ..
each £3.00
"Swanvale" 1W-W(L) S442 (Pitchroy x White Star) This is an
excellent flower for showing or cutting. The perianth
segments are broad and well overlapping with a well
balanced corona each £12.00
"St.Budock" 1Y-Y(M) 8140 (St.Keverne x Golden Aura). This
is another we have grown for some years. It is a rich
golden yellow throu3hout, with a smooth, broadwell
overlapped periantl, excellent poise, very prolific
bloomer and has been much admired in our field. The
flowers are medium size and resist the weather well
making it the ideal flower for cutting, garden display and
for showing each £2.50 or 3 for £6.00

Hicks Mill 1YYW-WWY

Swanvale 1 W-W
8
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"The Grange" 1Y-Y(EM) 5383 (Argosy x (St. Keverne x
Malvern City). The rich golden yellow of these flowers
stand out partiucularly well in the fields, they are well
formed for show and indeed we have good success with
them. The perianths are well overlapped and of heavy
substance, an excellent plant for all purposes.
each £3.00 or 5 for £10.00
"Trefusis" 1Y-Y (E) (Arctic Gold x Ristin) 5134 This is a
lovely rounded flower of deep golden colour with a long
trumpet typical of the parents, held perfectly on a short
neck, in all a most promising flower for show
each £3.00 or 3 for £7.50
"Wheal Honey" 1W-Y(LM) 5456 (Burntollet x Ben Aligin).
This is a large flower with pure white broadly ovate
perianth segments and a long neatly frilled corona of
bright canary yellow, excellent poise and good show
variety with several successes both at local and county
shows, one that has been much admired when seen in
our trials each £2.50
"Zekiah" 1 YYW-WWY (LM) S771 (Gin and Lime x Altun Ha)
This is a flower of most unusual colouring the perianth is
a nice Golden shade with a Halo of white at the base, and
the Long slightly frilled trumpet matures to a white and
golden Buff tone, it is of good show form and as one
might expect form its parents is a strong and vigorous
plant
each £20.00

_.-

Division 1. All Yellow.
1Y-Y (M) "Argosy"
£1.50
1Y-Y(M) "Are" AGM
£2.50
1Y-Y(E) "Arctic Gold" AGM
3 for £2.95
1Y-Y(M) "Bally Robert"
£4.00
1Y-Y(M) "Comal"
£4.00
1Y-Y(E) "Cyclops"
£1.00
1Y-Y(LM) "David Alexander"
3 for £3.50
1Y-Y (M) "Ekio"
£12.00
1Y-Y(E) "Fine Gold"
3 for £3.50
1Y-Y (M) "Gold Finger"
£4.50
1 :--:(:)) "Golden Vale" AGM
£2.50
1Y-Y(M) ) "Golden Rapture" AGM
£2.00
11. Y
Y-_Y
y((ME
v ) ) "Kingscourt" AGM
3 for £3.50
1Y-Y(M) "Lordship"
£12.50
1Y-Y(M) "Meldrum"
£4.50
1Y-Y(M) "Moon Dream"
£20.00
"Mulroy Bay"
£2.50
1Y-Y(M) "Night Cap" ...
3 for £5.00
1Y-Y(M) "Oadby"
£2.00
"Rijnvelds Early Sensation" AGM ..5 for £2.00
1Y-Y(M) "Satsuma"
£2.50
1Y-Y(E)
"Tiercel"
3 for £4.50
"Viking" AGM
£2.50

Silent Valley 1W-W
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Division 1.
Yellow Perianths with Whitish Trumpets.
£3.00
1Y-W(LM) "Bold Prospect"
1Y-W(L) "Chiloquin"
£4.50
1Y-W(M) "Gin and Lime" AGM
£3.50
1Y-W(E) "Honeybird"
3 for £3.50
1YYW-WWY(M) 'Lighthouse Reef"
£15.00
TYYW-W (L) "Pay Day
£5.00
£6.50
1YYW-WWY(M) "Trumpet Warrior"
1YYW-WWY(M) "Young American"
£2.50
Division 1.
Yellow Perianths with Pink Trumpets
1Y-P(M) "American Shores"
£5.00
1YYW-P (M) "American Heritage
£15.00
1Y-P(LM) "Lorikeet"
£5.00
1Y-WP(M) "Memento"
3 for £4.50
Division 1. All White .
1W-W (M) "Ben Aligin"
£5.00
1W-W(LM)"BurntoIlet"
£7,00
1W-W(EM)"Empress of Ireland" AGM
£1.50
1W-W (M) "Mount Rainier"
£3.00
1W-W(LM)"Panache"
£5.00
1W-W(M) "Silent Valley"AGM
£4.00
1W-W(LM)"Whetstone"
£15.00
1W-W(M) "White Empress"
£1.50
1W-W(M) "White Majesty"
£3.00
1W-W (M) "White Star"
£7.50
Division 1.
White Perianths with yellow or pink Trumpets.
1W-Y(E) "Bravoure" AGM
3 for £2.75
1W-P(M) "Brookdale"
£5.00
1W-Y(M) "Cristobal"
£2.00
1W-Y(M) "Cyros"
£1.00
1W-P(M) "Cryptic"
£5.00
1W-P(M) "Kalimna
£7.50
1W-Y(M) "Newcastle"
£3.00
1W-Y(E) "Pennine Way"
£2.50
1W-P(M) "Pink Silk"
£3.50
1W-Y(M) "Pops Legacy"
£5.00
1W-P(M) "Potential"
£15.00
1W-Y(M) "Preamble"
3 for £2.75
1W-P(M) "Rima"
£2.50
1W-Y(LM)"Stormy Weather"
£6.00
1W-Y(E) "Trousseau"
3 for £2.75
1W-YPP(M)"Veneration"
£12.00
Division 1.
Yellow Perianths with red or orange Trumpets
1Y-O(M) "Corbiere"
£3.50 or 3 for £9.00
1Y-O(E) "Hero"
£5.00 or 3 for £12.00
1Y-O(M) "Jamboree"
£2.50
1Y-O(M) "Kamms"
£4.50
1Y-O(M) "Kings Grove"AGM
£2.00 or 3 for £4.50
1Y-0(E) "Uncle Duncan"
£2.50 or 3 for £6.00
1Y-R(LM) "York Minster"
£8.00
Collection 1.
10% off the prices shown for 3 bulbs of each, any 5 varieties of
your own choice from division 1.
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Corbiere 1Y-O

DIVISION 2 - LARGE CUPS
"Amber Castle" 2YYW-WYY. (LM) A super garden or show

flower, its only fault is its colour classification, it opens a
pale yellow and changes to distinct buff pink tones
3 for £3.50
"Auntie Eileen" 2W-P (M) (Easter Moon x Debutante) SI51

This has been a consistently good flower with a broad
well overlapping perianth of chalky white, the neat
corona of soft pink is not completely sunproof, but is
superb when picked young each £2.00 or 3 for €4.50
"Bedruthan" 2W-YYR(L) S521 (High Society x Raspberry

Ring) A large flower of different style in this colour
combination which has been much admired for several
years under seedling number, it is a good show bloom
with a broad well overlapping perianth and neat funnel
shaped corona that ends in a lovely dark red rim
each £4.00
"Bishops Light" 2Y-R(M) S74 (Torridon x Irish Light) This is

a large flower with broad overlapping perianth segments
of a rich golden yellow, very smooth with a dark red cup.
Very prolific bloomer and multiplies well
each E5.00 or 3 for £10.00
2W-WPP, (LM) S/623 (PoldorniexDailmanach)
perianth of this large and brightly coloured flower is
oard and smooth, pure white and enhances the colours
of the corona to its best. As a show flower it has already
several awards to its credit and has been champion bloom
at several shows, it has been greatly admired for it vigour
and consistency when viewed growing in our field trial.
£12 each or 3 bulbs for £28

"Bodelv

"Bodwannick" "2W-00Y(E) (Foresight x (Arbar x Signal

Light) 5174 Bodwannick is a bi-product of my 1W-O
attempts, it is perhaps not the best of show forms, but has
had modest success, it is however an exceptionally
vigorous plant, with a flower having a broad perianth
and a long brightly coloured corona of apricot orange
colour with a narrow band of yellow at the rim.
3 for £3.50
"Bosmeor" 2Y-W (Daydream x OP) S16. Mid-season. A good

"Cadgwith" 2W-WWP(LM) 5458 (Rainbow x Dailmanach)

This is a big flower with a broadly oviate well overlapped
perianth the funnel shape corona opens pink but quickly
fades to a very pretty pink rim - this has been much
admired for several years and already proved itself on
the show bench each £8.00 or 3 for £15.00
"Calamansack" 2W - YYR (LM) S580 (High Society x
Raspberry Ring) The colours of this can only be described
as startling, the rim is of the most deep crimson red that I
have yet seen, like many of the brightly coloured varieties
it is not sunproof, the cup is long and funnel shaped
which adds a new dimension to this scarce Division 2
colour classification. each £7.50
"Cape Cornwall" 2Y-YYR(M) 5423 (Golden Aura x Montego)
A large rounded flower with a broad well overlapped
perianth, the cup shape corona is a rich red with a neat
rim. An excellent plant and flower for show or cutting ...
each £7.50
"Carnkief" 2W-YY0(M) (Merlin x Tangent) 3148 An unusual
flower that has won its class on several occasions, the
perianth is broad and well overlapped with a widely
expanded corona of primrose yellow and a narrow band
of orange to the rim, it does like a little time on the plant
to develop its full potential. £1.50 each or 3 for £4.00
"Croila" 2W-GWW. (LM) Here we have a real dual purpose
flower its show record speaks for itself, being a smooth
well proportioned flower of pure white. The plant is
strong and seems less prone to fusarium rot than many of
its kind, which makes it an ideal plant for the garden, one
I highly recommend .each £2.50 or 3 for £6.00
'Cudden Point' 2W-WWP, (LM) 5/578 (High Society x
Dailmanach) This is a very strong growing a robust
variety and has been much admired by all who saw it, it
has been successfully shown on many occasion and well
suited to both the Show bench or for the discerning
gardener, the flower opens with broad well overlapping
perianth segments and a Pink with Yellow undertone to
the corona but quickly pale to a beautiful Pink Rim
£12.50 each or 3 bulbs for £30
"Dragon Run" 2W-R(M) S147 (Hotspur x St. Anns). Not a
large flower at 83mm, but big in other ways, the perianth
is broad and round, of pure white to show off the rich
dark red corona to its best, as a show flower it has won its
class at the early National Show. It received a best bloom
and won several times here in the Southwest £10.00

stem and vigorous plant, the flower is of good medium
size with a broad rounded perianth of soft yellow. The
full length cup shows a clear reverse and has a neat frill
to the rim 3 for £6.50
"Budock Water" 2W-W, (M) S/63 (Pitchroy x Canisp) This

Cape Cornwall 2Y-YYR

flower is large and has a broad smooth perianth and long
corona of excellent quality and balance full of substance
and has proved itself as a vigorous and robust variety in
the trials and unlike many all white flowers this one does
not seem to suffer with rotting, perfect for the Garden,
Show or for cutting. £5 each or 3 bulbs for £12
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Cudden Point 2W-WWP

Bodelva 2W-WPP
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Goonbell 2Y-Y

"Ffitch's Folly" 2Y-O(M) F374 (Tanera x Gold Convention).
This useful flower was bred by Ron Ffitch, a popular
figure in the Daffodil Society, and was sent to me as an
unflowered seedling. As this cross might be expected, the
plant is very vigorous and produces large flowers on Long
stems. The perianth is flat, broad and well overlapped
and of a clear golden yellow, with a neat corona of dark
orange. each £2.50 or 3 for £6.00
"Golitha Falls" 2W-W(LM) 571 (Pitchroy x Dailmanach). The
large flowers are held well on strong stems. It is a
particularly vigorous plant as well as a superb show
variety. The perianth is very smooth of pure white with a
3 /4 length corona to nicely balance the bloom. I have
featured this many times in my collections and displays .
each £5.00 or 3 for £10.00
"Goonbell" 2Y-Y (LM) 5721 (Gin and Lime x Altun Ha)
The growth and increase of this plant is strong and rapid,
with a bloom of perfect exhibition quality, smooth and of
heavy substance to the broad well overlapping perianth
and a well balanced corona of Bright Gold, it has been
much admired in our field trials and stands the weather
well.
£12.50 each
"Gwinear" 2Y-Y(M) (St.Keverne x Golden Aura) 5308 A
lovely rich golden flower with abroad round perianth
and long 3 /4 length corona with neat frill to the mouth, a
very strong and vigorous plant, superb for cutting, the
garden display or for show. each £2.50 or 3 for £7.00
"Helford Dawn" 2Y-W(M) 5430 (Sophia x Grand Prospect)
This flower has many proven show success already and
has been much admired in our trial beds for several
seasons. The flower is large very smooth of soft golden
yellow, with a cup that quickly fades to pure white. We
think this new style reverse bi-colour will be a good
challenger in this division (A.M. for Exhibition 2000) . .
each £4.00 or 3 for £8.00
"Helford Sunset" 2Y-P (EM) 5849 (Memento x Penkivel) I
have shown this beautifully coloured flower with success
on several occasions where it has been admired for its
delicate shades, the colours are pale on first opening and
develop to a clear Primrose Yellow and broad perianth
with a clear Pink long and slightly flared corona. The
plant is vigorous and of good increase. £20.00 each.
"Kernow" 2Y-WWY (M)(Grand Prospect x Daydream) S67
The pale golden yellow perianth segments are broad, well
overlapped and very smooth, with a long corona of clear
chalky white with a narrow neatly frilled rim of the same
yellow, a pretty flower that has had many successes here
in Cornwall. each £3.00 or 3 for £7.50

"Kings Pipe" 2Y-P(M) (Daydream x 2W-P seedling) 513. A
round medium sized flower that can be very smooth. The
perianth is a clear soft yellow with a half length cup that
has a neat frill and develops to a clear pink tone, well
liked by several noted visitors to our area.
each £2.50 or 3 for £6.00
"Lamanva" 2W-WWP (LM)(Ben Hee x Romance) 5168 To
best describe this, is Ben Hee with a rim of pink, it is a
strong and vigorous plant, the flower is of good texture,
broad, smooth, lovely in pots but does well in an open
situation, well suited for showing or the garden.
each £3.00
"Larkhill"2W Y (MS)(Daviot x Newcastle) W28 This is a first
rate show flower with many national successes a long
lasting bloom of good poise with broad flat well
overlapping perianths and long well contrasted cup of
canary yellow that does not stain, an excellent plant.
each £2.50

Millennium Sunrise 2Wi

-

zty

"Lindsay Joy" 2W-WWP (LM) 5349 (Foundling x Raspberry
Ring) A very pretty flower that has been much admired
for several seasons, it has won its class and featured in
collections several times both here in Cornwall and at
national level. The perianth is smooth and blossoms with
a neat corona that opens with yellow tones which soon
fades to show off the bright rim. .each £2.50 or 3 for £5.00
"Lundy Light" 2Y-R(L) 5377 (Polbathic x Loch Lundy). Here
is a large show quality flower with a broad well
overlapped perianth of rich golden yellow. The cup is
well balanced of solid bright red, excellent poise on long
stems. A very vigorous plant and rapid increaser.
each £5.00 or 3 for £12.00

Millennium Sunset 2Y-0

"Marlborough" 2W-P (M) (Dailmanach x Accent) 5150. This
is a very strong and vigorous plant that produces many
good show flowers. I have successfully shown this
several times both at local and national shows. The
perianth is broad and smooth and shows off the clear
bright pink 3/4 length cup to its best. It is also one of the
earliest pink cups to flower with me. 3 for £4.50
"Marlborough Freya" 2W-GWP (M) S426 (Chenoweth x
Premier). The main stock of this was previously sold to a
notable enthusiast and named by him, we are however
most pleased to be able to perpetuate this and introduce
this lovely flower to you, the perianth is broad and well
overlapped with the corona of bright pink paleing
towards the base and a greenish tone in the throat.
each £4.50
"Men an Tol" 2Y-YYR(LM) 5422 (Golden Aura x Montego).
As the parentage might suggest this flower is perfectly
formed for exhibition. The smooth broad and rounded
perianth is of soft golden yellow with a slightly flared
cup of the same tone with a bright red rim. ...each £2.00
-

-

Lundy Light 2Y-R

Calamansack 2W-YYR
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"Millennium Sunrise" 2W-P(LM) 5646 (Nansidwell x

Suisguil). We have admired this flower for several years
and exhibited it with good success at the main shows, the
perianth is broad and smooth of clear white and sets off
the long bright pink corona to good advantage. The plant
is strong and make good bulbs. each £12.00
"Millennium Sunset" 2Y-O(M) 5390 (Golden Aura x

Montego). This is a most vigorous plant and produces
fine bulbs, the blooms are of heavy substance, bigger than
its parents, and equally as smooth and of rich gold and
soft orange and consistant show form. £3.50
"Mongleath" 2W-P(EM) (Dailmanach x Accent) 5149. A

sister seedling to "Marlborough" - not quite so vigorous,
but considered by others to be a superior colour. When
this is good, it is very good. A large flower with a full
length cup of bright pink, slightly expanded and frilled at
the mouth, flowers early and is a super garden plant
3 for £4.50
"Nansidwell" 2W-P(M) (Dailmanach x Accent) 5166 A big

flower with broad acute well overlapping perianth
segments, the corona is a bright rose pink paling slightly
at the base, a very strong and vigorous plant.
each £1.50 or 3 for £3.50
"Polwheveral" 2W - W (LM) 5552 (Regal Bliss x Dailmanach)

Here we have a large pure White bloom of excellent
Show qualities ideal for the Top row in any collection,
almost trumpet proportion it is a consistant and strong
grower. £3.00 each or 3 for £7.50
"Penkivel" 2W-P(LM) (Rose Royale x Dailmanach) 5172. A

vigorous plant that produces many fine show quality
flowers. The perianth segments are slightly pointed but
are broad and well over lapping and exceptionally
smooth. The short straight cup is of intense pink, a lovely
flower both for show or the garden
each £3.00 or 3 for £7.50

"Pennance Mill" 2Y-Y(E) (St. Keverne OP) 519. A very strong

and vigorous plant that produces large flowers on tall
stiff stems, rich colours and broad smooth perianth
segments and long gently expanded cup. 3 for £3.00
"Pennyfield" 2W-P (LM) 5474 (Drumboe x (Dailmanach x

Trebah 2Y-Y

Accent)
The flower has the perfect poise and form for to
exhibition it is large and has broad smooth perianth
segments that show off the bright Pink corona, slightly
paler at the base but in perfect balance.
In the field trials the plant has proved to be extremely
strong and vigorous with stiff upright stems and foliage.
£10.00 each 3 for £20.00
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"Rosmerryn" 2W-P(LM) 5173 (Rose Royal x Dailmanach).

The rate of increase of this is truly amazing with this very
prolific variety, making it a fine flower for cutting and for
the discerning gardener. The very smooth, white perianth
is broad and well overlapped, a Little pointed but shows
off the large pale pink cup to its best. It is a very useful
bloom on the show benches £4.00 each or 3 for £8.00
"Rytha"2Y- 0. (M) A superb show quality flower, a little pale
for some tastes, but nevertheless a useful addition to this
class
3 for £4.50
"St. Dilpe" 2W-W. (LM) This one is a very vigorous plant
with tall stems supporting a large rounded flower that is
perfect for cutting, garden display or show, has been very
successful here in the Westcountry also at the national
shows .3 for £2.75
"Tideford" 2Y- R (LM) 5724 (Bunclody x Achduart)
This is a most consistently formed flower for showing
with a lovely broad and rounded perianth of rich Golden
Yellow and a well balanced Dark. Red cup, it is a good
strong grower and of rapid
rapid increase, not completely
longer than most.
sunroof but does appear to
£7.50 each 3 for £17.00.
"Trebah" 2Y-Y(M) (St Keverne x Golden Aura) 5129 The
flower has a very smooth and broadly overlapping
perianth with excellent texture, its medium sized cup is
straight and neatly dentate at the mouth, a fine show
flower but also a very strong and vigorous plant that will
be ideally suited for garden or cutting
each £3.00 or 3 for £5.00
"Treviddo" 2W-GWP(M) 5324 (Chenoweth x Rainbow), The

flower is rounded with broad well overlapping perianth
segments, a short neck that holds the flower perfectly for
show purposes and has a slightly expanded corona with
a pretty frill of bright pink to the rim and lovely green in
the throat. Very vigorous plant. 3 for £2.50
"Trewarvas" 2W-Y(LM) (Newcastle x Irish Minstrel) 528.

Late mid- season. The perianth is broad and well
overlapping although slightly pointed, it is of super
smooth waxy texture and shows off the cup of bright
yellow to its best. The colour is solid and does not stain
into the perianth. .each £7.50
"Wadavers" 2W-GWW (M) 5310 (Pitchroy x Canisp) This is a

strong vigourous plant with flowers of good substance.
The perianth is broad, smooth and pure white with
long cup neatly frilled and expanded at the mouth of
the same pure white and lovely green tone in the
throat, much admired and has been a regular winner at
shows under number.
each £5.00
"Woodley Vale" 2Y-Y (M) S50 (Arctic Gold x Ristin) A flower

that has the richness of colour in (AG) and the
smoothness of (R) it is a very strong plant and bold
flower, much admired by several enthusiasts and has
already featured in the prizes at several shows
nationwide
each £5.00 or 3 for £10.00
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Sportsman 2Y-R

Bedruthan 2W-YYP

Maya Dynasty 2Y-Y

Ben Hee 2W-W

Tamar Lad 2Y-0

Division 2. Yellow Perianths
2Y-Y E)
"Bryanston" AGM
2Y-Y M
"Butterscotch"
2Y-Y M
"Camelot"
2Y-Y M
"Celtic Gold"
2Y-Y LM)
"Crystal Star"
2Y-Y M)
"Demand"
2Y-Y (M)
"Emily"
2Y-Y M
"Glissando"
2Y-Y M
"Golden Aura" AGM
2Y-Y
"Gold Convention"AGM
2Y-Y M
"Gold Charm"
2Y-Y (M)
"Goldhanger"
2Y-Yr4)
"Golden Jewel AGM
2Y-Y M
"Golden Joy"
2Y-Y M
"Golden Sheen"
2Y-Y M
"Great Expectations"
2Y-GYY(LM) "Hunting Caye"
2Y-Y M)
"Janelle'
2Y-Y M)
"Jim's Gold"
2Y-Y LM)
"Maya Dynasty"
2Y-Y M)
"Norma jean"
2Y-Y M)
"Ormeau" AGM
2Y-Y M)
"Pale Sunlight"
2Y-Y L)
"Prism"
2Y-Y M)
"Strines"
2Y-Y E)
"Special Envoy"AGM
2Y-Y E)
"St. Keverne" AGM
2Y-Y M)
"Skerry"
2Y-Y M)
"Swaledale"
2Y-Y VE)
"Tamara"

£6.00
£1.50
3 for £2.95
£1.50
£3.50
3 for £7.50
£4.00
3 for £5.00
3 for £4.50
£4.50
£5.00
£5.00
£21 .5500
£2.50
3 for £3.50
£7.50
£3.50
£6.00
£4.50
£5.00
3 for £2.75
£1.00
£2.50
£2.50
£2.50
5 for £4.50
3 for £4.50
£2.50
3 for £2.50

Division 2. Yellow Perianths with red or orange cups
predominant
2Y-yoo (M)
"Ahwahnee" £3.50
2Y-R LM)
"Banstead Village" ........each £1.00 or 3 for £2.75
2Y-R M)
"Barnsdale Wood"
£2.00
2Y-R EM)
"Belzone"
£5.00
2Y-0 LM)
"Bunclody"
£1.00
2Y-0 E)
"Caramba"
£2.50
2Y-O(M)
"Casterbridge
£3.00 each or 3 for £7.00
2Y-R(M)
"Cattistock'
3 for £4.00
2Y-Y00(M)
"Cheltenham"
£5.00
2Y-R(M)
"Craig Stiel"
£1.50
2Y-Y00(M)
"Edgebaston"
£5.00
2Y-0 (M)
"Elburton"
3 for £2.95
2Y-R(E)
"Falstaff"
£1.50 each or 3 for £3.50
2Y-R(M)
"Forge Mill"
each £1.50 or 3 for £3.50
2Y-0(M)
"Golden Amber"
3 for £2.75
2Y-R(M)
"Glen Clova"
£1.50
2Y-Y00(EM) "Happy Fellow"
£3.50
2Y-O(M)
"Hot Gossip"
£2.50 each or 3 for £5.00
2Y-R(E)
"Irish Light"
3 for £2.75
2Y-R(EM)
"Jambo"
£2.50
2Y-Op,
"Lennymore"
£4.50
2Y-0 LM)
"Liverpool Festival"
£4.50
2Y-0 M)
"Loch Fada"
3 for £4.50
2Y-RC
"Loch Hope"
3 for £2.95
2Y-R M)
"Loch Lundie"
£2.50
2Y-R )
"Loch Maberry"
£3.00
2Y-ORR(LM) "Loch Naver"
3 for £2.95
2Y-R(M)
"Loch Stac"
3 for £3.50
2Y-R(L)
"Lundy Li ht"
each £5.00 or 3 for £12.00
2Y-ORR(M)
"Marilyn Ann"
£3.50
2Y-R(L)
"Patabundy"
each £2.50 or 3 for £6.00
2Y-R(L)
"Pipe Major"
3 for £2.75
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2Y-R (M)
2Y-R1M)
2Y-R M)
2Y-R L)
2Y-R EM)
2Y-O(M)
2Y-R(M)
2Y-R M)
2Y-R M)
2Y-YYR(M)
2Y-R(M)
2Y-Om
2Y-0 M
2Y-0 M

"Red Coat"
"Salute"
"Scarlet Chord"
"Scarlet Tanager"
"Sealing Wax
"Sheviock"
"South Street"
"Sportsman"
"State Express"
"StingerIUSA)
"Surrey"
"Tamar Lad"
"Torridon"
"Vulcan" AGM

£5.00
£10.00
£5.00
£5.00
3 for £2.50
£1.00
£1.50
3 for £2.95
£3.50
£5.00
£2.50
each £3.00 or 3 for £7.50
£3.50
3 for £3.50

Division 2. Yellow perianths with orange or red in the cup, not
predominant.
£1.00
"Balalaika"
2Y-YYR(M)
3 for £2.95
"Front Royal"
2Y-YYO(M)
£1.50
2Y-GYR(LM) "Gettysburg"
3 for £3.50
"Namraj"
2Y-YYR(M)
3 for £2.95
"Ringmaster"
2Y-YY0(M)

Altun Ha 2Y-W

Division 2. Yellow perianths with pink in the cup.
£1.50
"Cupids Eye"
2Y-YYP(L)
£1.00
"Elf"
2Y-YYP(L)
£7.50
"Freedom Rings"
2Y-P(M)
£1.50
"Highlite"
2Y-PPY(LM)
£2.50
"Honey Pink"
2Y-P(LM)
each £2.50 or 3 for £6.00
"Kings Pipe"
2Y-P(M)
Division 2. Yellow perianths with white in the cup

£12.00
"Altun Ha"FCC Exhibition
2Y-W(( M)
£2.00
"Avalon"
2Y-W LM)
3 for £6.50
"Bosmeor"
2Y-W M)
3 for £4.50
"Canb Gipsy" AGM
2Y-WWY(L)
5 for £3.95
"Daydream"AGM
2Y-W(M)
£4.50
"Desert Orchid"
2Y-W(L)
3 for £6.50
2YWW-W(M) "Goffs Caye"
3 for £4.50
2Y-WWY(M) "Golden Halo
3 for £3.50
"Grand Prospect"
2Y-W(M)
£2.50 or 3 for £6.00
2YYW-WWY(LM)"Hambledon AGM
£3 or 3 for £7.50
2Y-WWY(M) "Kernow"
3 for £2.75
"Limehurst"
2Y-W(M)
£2.00
"Pastiche"
2Y-W(LM)
3 for £5.00
2YW-WWY(LM)"Pengarth"
£5.00
"Pineapple Prince"
2Y-W (M)
£8.00
"Swedish Fjord"
2Y-W(LM)

Ashmore 2W-W

Pengarth 2YW-WW(

Division 2. All white.

2W-W M) "Angels Win £1.00
2W-W(LM)
£1.50
2W-W(L)
"April Snow
£2.50
Arley Kings"
2W-GWW(M)
3 for £2.75
"Arpege"
2W-W(LM)
£2.50
2W-GWW(M) "Ashmore"
£3.00
2W-W M)
"Ben Hee"AGM
£3.00 each or 3 for £7.50
"Broadland"
2W-W LM)
3 for £4.50
"Broomhill" AGM
2W-W M)
£5.00
"Cameo King"
2W-W L)
£1.00
"Canisp"
2W-W E)
£3.00
"Chinchilla"
£3.50
"Clearbrook"
2W-W LM)
3 for €4.00
"Colliford"
2W-W M)
£1.50
"Columbus"
2W-W M)
£3.00
"Cultured Pearl"
2W-W L)
£1.50
"Desdemona"
2W-W (M)
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Torrianne 2W-W

2W-W M)
"Dover Cliffs"
2W-W LM)
"Fastidious"
2W-W M)
"Glacier"
2W-W LM
"Glenside"
2W-W LM
"Good Measure"
2W-W LM
"Immaculate"
2W-W M)
"Loveny"
2W-GWW(M) "Misty Glen" AGM
2W-W(LM)
"Mount Fuji"
2W-W(E)
"Pamela Hubble"
2W-GWW(LM) "Pitchro "
2W-W M)
"Regal Bliss"
2W-W EM)
"River Queen"
2W-W LM)
"Sheelagh Rowan"
2W-W M)
"Silkcut'
2W-W L)
"Silversmith"
2W-W (LM)
"Silver Kiwi"
"Silver Surf"
2W-W(M)
2W-W (M)
"Stoke Charity"
2W-GWW(LM) "Tamar Snow'
2W-W(LM)
"Torianne"
2W-W(M)
"Tutankhamun"

3 for £4.00
3 for £4.50
£1.50
£1.00
£5.00
£2.50
3 for £5.00
£1.50
£2.00
£2.50
3 for £2.50
3 for £5.00
£4.50
£8.00
£2.00
£4.00
£10.00
£5.00
£2.50
5 for £4.50
£5.00
£2.50

Division 2. White perianth with red or orange in the cup,
predominant.
2W-R(LM)
"Arndilly"
£3.50
2W-00Y(E)
"Bodwannick"
3 for £3.50
2W-O EM)
"Hotspur"
3 for £4.00
2W-O M)
"Loch Brora"
£3.00
2W-R(E)
"Osmington"
£2.00
2W-O(L)
"Parkdene"
3 for £2.95
2W-R(M)
"Pipestone"
£10.00
2W-R(M)
"Rameses"
£2.50
2W-YRR(M)
"Royal Marine"
£4.50
2W-O(M)
"Royal Regiment"
£3.50
2W-R(LM)
"Star Glow"
£2.50 each or 3 for £6.00
Division 2. White perianth with red or orange in the cup,
not predominant.
2W-WWR(EM) "Audubon"
3 for £2.50
2W-YY0(M)
"Bandit"
£6.00
2W-YY0(E)
"Bobolink"
£1.50
2W-YYO(M)
"Carnkief"
each £1.50 or 3 for £4.00
2W-GWR(M) "Colin Toy"
£15.00
2W-YYO(L)
"Lysander"
£2.00
2W-YYR (M) "Ringleader"
£3.00
Division 2. White perianth with yellow in the cup.
2W-GYY(M)
"Ardress"
£1.50
2W-Y M
"Cool Autumn"
3 for £2.95
2W-I M
"Dayton Lake"
£3.50
2W-I M
"Edgegrove"
£7.50
2W-I LM)
"Holme Fen"..
£6.00
2W-Y LM)
"Irish Minstrel"
3 for £4.50
2W-I L)
"Welcome"
£8.00
2W-GYY(L)
"Woolthorpe"
£5.00

Larkhill 2W-Y

Division 2. White perianth with pink in the cup.
2W-P(M)
"Accent" AGM
3 for £2.95
2W-P(M)
"Auntie Eileen" ........£2.00 each or 3 for £4.50
2W-GPP(EM)
Balvenie
£2.50
2W-WWP(L) "Belbroughton"
£2.00
2W-P (E)
"Bright Flame"
£3.50
2W-WWP (E) "Chenoweth"
£2.00
2W-P(M)
"Chelsea Girl"
£5.00
2W-GPP(LM) "Cherrygardens"
£8.00
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2W-WWP(L)
2W-P (L)
2W-Pr
2W-P L)
2W-13 LM)
2W-P (LM)
2W-P(M)
2W-P (M)
2W-P(M)
2W-WWP(L)
2W-P(7
2WGPP L)
2W-P(M
2W-WPP(LM)
2W-GPP(L)
2W-P (LM)
2W-GWP(LM)
2W-P(LM)
2W-GYP(LM)
2W-P (LM)
2W-YYP (L)
2W-GPP(L)
2W-P(L)
2W-YYP(M)
2W-GYP(VL)
2W-P (LM)
2W-P(L)
2W-GWP(LM)
2W-WWP(LM)
2W-P(EM)
2W-WPP(M)
2W-Pr)
2W-P L)
2W-P L)
2W-P LM)
2W-GPP(E)
2W-P(L)
2W-PPR(M)
2W-WWP(EM)
2W-GWP(EM)
2W-Pro
2W-P M
2W-P LM
2W-P LM
2W-WPP (M)
2W-P(M)
2W-P(M)
2W-P (LM)
2W-GYP(L)
2W-GPP(L)
2W-P(M)
2W-GWP(M)
2W-Pr)
2W-P M)
2W-P L)
2W-GYP (L)

£8.00
"China Doll"
£4.00
"Claverly"
£12.00
"Cool Pink"
£4.00
"Culmination"
£3.00
"Dailmanach"
£1.50
"Debutante"
£5.00
"Dora Allum"
3 for £2.95
"Eastern Dawn"
£5.00
"Ella 1D"
£3.00
"Elven Lady"
£1.00
"Far Country"
£2.50
"Fair Prospect"
£2.50
"Fair William"
£12.00
"Fine Romance"
£2.50
"Fragrant Rose"
£2.50
"Gemini Girl"
3 for £3.50
"High Society"AGM
£4.00 or 3 for £7.50
"Hilda's Pink"
£8.50
"June Lake"
"Kamura"
£10.00
3 for £5.00
"Kebaya"
£2.50
"Mantle"
3 for £2.50
"Melbur
£1.50
"Mont air"
£5.00
"Notre Dame"
£5.00
"Obsession"
3 for £2.50
"Passionale AGM
3 for £5.00
"Peripheral Pink"
£1.50
"Pismo Beach"
£4.50
"Pink Sapphire"
£3.00
"Pink Surprise"
£5.00
"Pink Ice'
£4.00
"Pol Dornie"
£4.00
"Pol Voulin"
£5.00
"Precosious"AGM
3 for £2.50
"Premiere"
£10.00
"Presidential Pink"
£5.00
"Quasar"
3 for £2.95
"Rainbow"AGM
3 for £4.00
"Raspberry Ring"
£2.50
"Recital"
£2.50
"Refrain"
£3.00
"Rose Royale"
£4.00 each or 3 for £8.00
"Rosemerryn"
3 for £2.95
"Royal Ballet"
£3.00
"Salmon Trout"
£1.50
"Sir Samuel"
"Solferitue"
£4.00
£4.00
"Sonket
£7.50
"Soprano"
£1.50
"Tangent"
3 for £2.50
"Treviddo"
£2.50
"T ee"
£2.00
" alinor"
£4.50
"Violetta"
£2.50
"Zion Canyon"
-

Division 2 Orange Flushed Perianths.
3 for £4.50
20-R(M)
Charleston"
"Creag Dubh"
3 for £5.00
20-R(EM)
each £1.50 or 3 for £4.00
20-R(L)
"Limbo"
£5.00
"Sunstroke"
20-R(E)
Collection 2. 10% off the prices shown for 3 bulbs of each of
any five varieties of your own choice.
Fragrant
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Rose 2W-GPP

DIVISION 3 - SMALL CUPS
"Aintree" 3W-O. (EM) (Park Springs x Shinning Light).
This is an excellent show variety with smooth,
chalky white broadly overlapping perianth
segments, good poise, a neat goblet shaped cup of
rich orange, at maturity the perianth does take
slight reflex in a manner similar to its parent. An
excellent plant and fine flower for show £6.00
"Bethal" 3Y-Y(LM) S342 (Aircastle x Montego) When first
shown this interesting variety won Best Bloom in
the Southwest Championship class. I think it has
improved since then. The flower opens with a
whitish yellow to the broad perianth and soon
develops in colour to become a lovely citrus lemon
tone throughout each £12.00
"Cheesewring" 3W-WWY(L) 5486 (Cool Crystal x Delos)
This flower is large and of good show form. The
broadly oviate perianth shows off the shallow bowl
shape corona which is pale primrose yellow and
white at the base. Tall stem, also excellent as a cut
flower £2.50 each or 3 for £5.00
"Fairlawns" 3W-YYO(M) 5191 (Corofin x Kimmeridge) x
Merlin). A flower with a broad well overlappin;
perianth of pure white and an evenly goffered smai
cup of yellow and a bright orange rim, good for
show or the garden, and a strong vigorous plant ..
each £3.50
"Falmouth Bay" 3W-GWW (LM) 5389 (Cool Crystal x Delos)
This is a large very broad flower of pure White with a
hint of Green in the centre of the frilled cup, has
already won manyprizes on the show benches, and
always in demand for decorative use, the stem is tall
and a very vigorous plant. each £6.00
"Feock" 3W-YYR (LM)(Corofin x Kimmeridge) 593.
Shown in my winning collections at the County
Festival Show, and has been much admired by
several knowledgeable experts for several years.
The flower is large and round with broad smooth
perianth segments, and a bright yellow neatly frilled
cup with a deep red rim, a strong plant and an
excellent show flower 3 for £10.00
"Gorran" 3W-YYR(LM) 5196 (Corofin x Kimmeridge).
Here is a large flower with ovate perianth that is
well overlapping and quite acute at the tips. The
brightly coloured flatish cup is yellow with. a dark
red rim. It has won its class several times here in the
Southwest and done well in other regions as a prereleased seedling, a very prolific flowerer and a
rapid increaser. each £3.00 or 3 for £7.50
"Greenodd" 3W-YYW. (L) This has been much admired at
National level. The plant is vigorous and the stem is
tall and stiff. Apart from the impeccably smooth
perianth and very pretty . bowl shaped cup, it is the
very pronounced green in the throat of this flower
that makes it a super show flower and a must for
the exotic flower arrangements each £12.00

"John's Delight" 3W-YYR(M) 5316 (Corofin x
Kimmeridge) The main stock of this was acquired
and named by the River Society, it is a superb
variety for cutting, being most prolific in bloom and
a very vigorous plant but has also been much
admired as a show winning flower on the benches
here in the West Country. We are pleased to be able
to introduce and continue to offer this variety to you
each £2.50 or 3 for £5.00
"Killivose" 3Y-GYR (LM) S878 (Ferndown x Montego)
We have had many successes exhibiting this flower, it
is large with broad smooth perianth segments of a
lovely shade of Lemon and a Bright Red rimmed cup
with a Green centre, the stems are tall and stiff and
make a good bulb £17.50 each
"Mullion" 3W-YYO(L) 5461 (Verona x Fairmile) A large
flower with broad pure white and smooth perianth.
The very shallow bowl shape corona is pale yellow
with a bright orange rim. Has been regularly and
successfully shown both at local and national level .
each £2.00 or 3 for E5.00
"Silverthorne" 3W-W (LM) 5440 (Cool Crystal x Delos).
We had previously released a number of these as a
numbered. seedling, I think almost everyone must have
had some success with it, it makes a strong "Dlant, the
flowers are broad and smooth with a slight reflex and a
shallow cup with a neat crenate rim, a MUST for show.
each £5.00 or 3 for £12.00
"Spirit of Rame" 3W-YYR(L) (Corofin x Crenver) 5126
This flower has had good success here in Cornwall,
the broad pure white perianth is a perfect foil for the
brightly coloured disc shaped corona, it is a good
plant that produces many show quality flowers, like
many of this type it does however need some
protection from the sun. each £2.50 or 3 for £6.00
"Swanpool" 3W-GWW, (L) 5/643 (Sea Dream x Halley's
Comet) A lovely rounded flower on tall stiff stems
pure White throughout with a Green centre to the
small corona, being smooth and flat it is a perfect
Show formed flower, stunning in the Garden at
twilight, makes a good plant and bulb. £15 each
"Trecara" 3W-ORR (LM) 5611 (Rockall x Feock)
The perianth segments are very broad and well
overlapped pure White in colour and a neatly
expanded corona of Dark Red with a softer shade
towards the centre, a good show flower and a
vigorous plant. £15.00 each
"Trident" 3W-YYR. (LM) (Previously known as "Bella
Vista") This is a tall, very robust plant with a flower
of brilliant colouring. The perianth is very white
and well overlapping, showing off the flat corona
with clearly defined rings of bright yellow and a
dark red rim each £1.50
Swanpool 3W-GWW

Feock 3W-YYR
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"Tehidy" 3Y-YYR(M) 5334 (Aircastle x Montego). The
flower of perfect form and balance with broad
rounded perianth segments of lovely soft yellow,
with a neat small cup rimmed in bright red. A
strong vigorous plant that gives a large number of
fine show blooms each £3.50
"Virginia Water" 3W-GWY (L) (Verona x Fairmile) S400
First spotted in our seedlings beds by a notable
visitor and has been much admired for several years
and has been a successful flower on the show bench
under number. The perianth is broad smooth and
pure white with a disc shaped corona of bright
yellow fading at the base
each £5.00 or 3 for £12.00
"Winholme Jenny" 3W-GWW(LM) 5387 (Cool Crystal x
Delos). Named by a notable grower and exhibitor
who has had considerable success with this as an
unregistered seedling. This is a _large and pure white
variety with a lovely green centre. A strong plant
with good increase £4.00

Division 3 All yellow

£1.50
£5.00
£3.00
£2.50
£10.00
£7.50
£1.50
£7.50

3Y-GYY(LM)
"Advocate"
"Ferndown"
3Y-Y(M)
3Y-GYY(L)
"Lalique"
"Lemonade"
3Y-Y(LM)
"New Penny"
3Y-Y(LM)
3Y-GYY (LM) "Nonchallant"
3Y-Y(LM)
"Suave"
"Waldon Pond"
3Y-Y(L)
Division 3 Yellow perianth with red or orange in the cup

3Y-R (M)
3Y-YYR(LM)
3YY0-R(LM)
3Y-YYR (E)
3Y-0 (M)
3Y-O(E)
3Y-R(EM)
3Y-YYO(LM)
3Y-YYO(L)
3Y-GYR(LM)
3Y-YYR(E)
3Y-YRR(L)
3Y-R (M)
3Y-ORR(L)
3Y-GYR(M)
3Y-YYR(M)
3Y-YYR(L)
3Y-GYR(M)
3Y-R(M)

£4.00
"Achduart"
"Badbury Rings"AGM
£5.00
"Cheer Leader"
£3.00 or 3 for £7.50
£1.00
"Chickerell"
£5.00
"Dateline" (AMe)
"Dimity"
£5.00
3 for £2.95
"Doubtful"
"Moon Ranger"
£2.50
£5.00
"Orchard Place"
3 for £3.50
"Painted Desert"
3 for £3.50
"Perimeter"
£12.00
"Red Era"
£3.50
"Solar Tan"
3 for £7.50
"Stanway"
£5.00
"Suntory'
€5.00
"Tiffany Jade"
£1.50
"Tim°lin"
3 for £7.50
"Triple Crown" AGM
"Ulster Bank"
£4.50

Division 3 Yellow with White

Royal Princess 3W-VVW0

3Y-WVVY(M)
3Y-YWW(L)

£15.00
£5.00

"Citron"
"Earthlight"

Division 3 White perianth with yellow in the cup

Glen Cassley 3W-W

3W-Y (M)
3W-Y(L)
3W-GYY(L)
3W-Y (M)
3W-GYY(LM)
3W-Y (M)
3W-YWP(M)
3W-Y(L)
3W-GYY (M)
3W-Y(M)
3W-YWP(M)
3W-Y(L)
3W-WVVY(E)
3W-Y(M)
3W-GVVY(LM)
3W-GYY(LM)
3W-Y(M)

"Aircastle"
£4.00
"Carneam "
£4.50
c12.50
"Cedar Hills"
"Countdown"
£5 each or 3 for £10.00
£7.50
"Dunley Hall"
"Emminent"
£2.50
"First Formal"
£5.00
3 for £7.50
"Halleys Comet"
£10.00
"Moon Shadow"
"New Hope"
£14.00
£10.00
"New Life"
"Oykel"
£1.50
£2.50
"Park Springs"
"Pend Orielle"
£7.50
3 for £5.00
"Rimmon"
"Vernal Prince"AGM
£2.50
£1.50
"Woodland Prince"

Division 3 White perianths with red or orange in the cup,
predominant

Bossa Nova 30-R

Spirit of Rame 3W-YYR
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3W-ORR(LM)
3W-GRR(L)
3W-GOO(LM)
3W-R(LM)
3W-GRR (M)
3W-R (M)
3W-ORR(M)

"Cairntoul"
"Crimson Challice"
"Doctor Hugh"AGM
"Dunsky"
"Epona"
"Flying High"
"Hartlebury"

£3.50
£8.50
£4.00/3 for £10.00
3 for £2.50
£12.50
£10.00
£4.50
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Cairntoul 3W ORR

3W-R(M)
3W-R(L)
3W-00Y (LM)
3W-R(M)
3W-R(L)

"Lighthouse"
"Loch Coire"
"Orange Walk"
"Rockall"
"Woodland Star"

£2.50
£5.00
£3.50
£2.50
3 for £2.50

Division 3 Orange perianths
30-R(M)
"Altruist"
30-0(L)
"Bossa Nova"
30-R(LM)
"Perdridda"
30-R(LM)
"Prairie Fire"
30-R(L)
"Sabine Hay"
30-0(M)
"Tamar Lass"

£1.00
3 for £3.50
£3.00 or 3 for £7.00
3 for £4.50
£3.50
3 for £3.50

Division 3 All white
3W-GWW(LM) "Achnasheen"
3W-W(L)
"Coolstar
3W-GWW(L)
"Dallas'
3W-W(L)
"Delos"
3W-W(M)
"Glen Cassle,y"
3W-GWW(L)
"Irish Linen'
3W-GWW(L)
"Knocklayde"
3W-W(L)
"Monksilver"
3W-W(L)
"Prince Zaide"
3W-GWW(L)
"Sea Dream"
3W-W (L)
"Silverwood"
3W-W(L)
"Snowcrest"
3W-GWW(L)
"Troutbeck"
3W-W (L)
"Val_ Dincles"
3W-W(L)
"Verona" AGM
3W-W(L)
"Warmigton"
3W-W(M)
"White Tie"

3 for £3.50
£4.00
£2.50
£1.50
£2.50
£1.00
£7.50
£4.00
£4.50
£3.50
£4.50
£3.00 or 3 for £7.00
£1.50
£4.50
£1.00
£5.00
£8.00

Division 3 White perianths with red or orange in the cup,
not predominant
3W-YY0(M)
"Badenloch"
£4.00
3W-YYR(L)
"Birdsong"
£1.00
3W-GYO(M)
"Capisco
3 for £2.50
3W-YYO (L)
"Carole Lombard"
£5.00
3W-YYR(M)
"Centrefold"
£7.50
3W-YOR(M)
"Colley Gate"
£3.50 or 3 for £7.50
3W-YYR(E)
"Corofin"
3 for £2.95
3W-WWO(M) "Dell Chapel"
3 for £3.50
3W-YYR(M)
"Estrella"
£4.00
3W-GOO(M)
"Fairy Island"
3 for £4.50
3W-YYR(L)
"Heslington"
£5.00
3W-YYR(M)
"Kimmeridge"
3 for £4.50
3W-YY0(M)
"Loch Alsi{
£3.50
3W-YYO (M)
"Loch Ass t"
£4.50
3W-YYR(LM)
"Merlin" AGM
3 for £2.95
3W-Y00(M)
"Purbeck"
£7.50
3W-YO(LM)
"Ravenhill"
3 for £4.50
3W-WWR(LM)
"Royal Princess"
3 for £6.50
3W-GYO(L)
"Saturn"
3 for £2.50
3W-YYR(L)
"Sorcerer"
£1.50
3W-GYR(LM)
"Wicklow Hills"
£1.50
Division 3, White perianth with pink in the cup.
3W-P(M)
'Little Jewel"
3W-GWP(L)
"Emerald Pink"

Woodland Star 3W-R

£5.00
£15.00

Collection 3 10% off the prices shown for three bulbs of
each of any five varieties of your choice.
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DIVISION 4 DOUBLE DAFFODILS
"Amstel" 4W P Late season. A fine double with rich
pink tones to the petaloids very full and
symmetrical, and much admired on show benches, a
strong plant and a good stiff stem
each £2.50 or 3 for £5.00
0(LM)
S414
(St
Keverne
x Tamar Fire). A
"Biffo" 41
richly coloured flower with good poise and show
quality, the perianth and petaloid segments in
several whorls and are broad and interspersed. Very
long lasting £2.00 each, 3 for £5.00
-

-

-

"Castle Rings" 4Y R (M) 5369 (Paricutin x Tamar Fire)
-

This is a lovely rounded full double flower of Bright
Golden Yellow with several inner whorls of
segments interspersed with Dark Red, superb for
showing and has already been successful as an unnamed seedling, the poise is good and well
supported on a strong stem and plant and buds that
open easily, on most seasons a delicate scent can be
detected £8.00 each.
"Erlicheer" 4W YWW . Early season. Another plant that
is a double sport from Tazetta group. The scent of
this plant is almost too much, up to 5 florets on a
stem, a delight for the flower arrangers . .5 for £3.50
"Geevor" 4Y YYO(EM) 5274 (St. Keverne x Tamar Fire).
A full formal double of lovely golden yellow with
slightly darker petaloids that are edged with orange,
a pretty flower that has been much admired for
several seasons, and has already won several prizes
as a show flower here in Cornwall. Also an
excellent cut flower with long stems and a sturdy
plant. each £5.00
"Gossmoor" 4Y Y(LM) 5626 (St. Keverne x Marjorie
Treveal). We think this is one of the best Double
Flowers we have bred to date. the plant is strong, the
stems stiff, the flower is of excellent poise and held on
a short neck with several layers of well overlapping
perianth and coronal segments . .£10 or 3 for £25.00
"Gribben Head" 4Y-0(M) S251 (Obelisk x Tamar Fire).
This is a large heavy very full double flower, held well
on stiff stems and a strong plant. The back petals are
broad and well overlapped, reflexing slightly to show
off the full clustered centre of bright orange.each £2.50
"Heamoor" 4Y-Y(EM) S278 (St Keverne x Tamar Fire). A
sister seedling to "John Daniel" is a rounded flower
with the best of show forms and has many top awards
both nationally and internationally. The several layers
of perianth and petaloid segments are rich golden
yellow, with the coronal segments slightly darker in
tone (PC.e) £3.00 each, 3 for £7.50
-

-

-

Heamoor 4Y-Y
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"Isambard" 4Y-R(M) S280 (Paricutin x Tamar Fire). A
long lasting bloom of medium size and very bright
colours the perianth and other segments are in several
whorls of golden yellow well interspersed with dark
red
each £8.00
"John Daniel" 4Y-Y(M) 5295 (St. Keverne x Tamar Fire).
This flower is produced on long stiff stems and has up
to five rows of petals of rich dark golden yellow
interspersed with slightly darker petaloids. The
flower lasts a remarkably long time, and has already
proven itself on the show benches at most of the
Nation's main shows. each £7.50
"Madam Speaker" 4Y-O(E) 5299 (St. Keverne x Tamar
Fire). We are very proud to have introduced this fine
variety at the special request of the lady herself and
the Marie Curie Cancer Care to commemorate 50
years of cancer care in 1998. The plant is as robust as
the lady, stands up well to the elements and admired
by all who see it and a first rate flower of show
quality. each £5.00
"Mazzard" 4W-P (L) S639 (Rainbow x Rosewarne
seedling 4W-P)
The name is (Wild Cherry) and like its blossom
"Mazzard" is a beautiful rounded flower of delicate Pink
and White , a full and formal double with several rows of
petals with good poise and a plant that appears to stand
the weather. £20 each
"Menabilly" 40 R (Ocarino x Ambergate) 5205 Late
season. This flower is one with very unusual colour
of apricot orange tones to the perianth segments with
darker red petaloids, I do not think it will win many
top show prizes, but it is a 40-R perhaps one of the
first, it is very fertile and already beginning to
produce some interesting seedlings. each £1.50
"Marjorie Treveal" 4Y-Y. Mid-season. This is a superb
double variety of the very best show form it is a rich
golden colour with the centre petaloids a slightly
darker tone. A very full and symmetrical flower held
perfectly on a short neck and stiff stem.
£3.00 each or 3 for £7.50
-

Marjorie Treveal 4Y-Y

Poppy's Choice 4Y-R
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White Marvel

4W W

"Merryrneet" 4Y-Y00. Mid season. This is a medium
sized flower that has been much admired over the
last few years, its colour and form make it a very
useful show flower and had good success at both
local and national level. The plant is strong and
vigorous. I am sure this variety will be in our
gardens for a very long time. 5 for £4.50
"Poltreen" 4W-P, (EM) 8/613 (Accent x Jamaica Inn) This
is a super Double flowered Daffodil coloured White
with Bright Rosy Pink coronal segments in several
layers the blooms are of good size, and held well on
stiff upright stems, the plant is strong and vigorous
with bulbs that increase well.
£15 each or 3 bulbs for £30
"Poppy's Choice" 4Y - R(LM) S484 (Golden Aura x
Menabilly). The perianth and petaloid segments
are in a number of whorls prominantly mucroid,
and a very dark yellow with the cornal segments
deep red. A good show bloom with several
successes nationwide, the flowers last a long time.
It is a strong plant and makes large bulbs
each £4.50 or 3 for £10.00
"Tamar Fire" 4Y-R. Early season. This is the earliest of
all doubles to flower. The flower is a little on the
small size for show but has won best bloom in
Division 4 at national level. It is neat and brightly
coloured, always well liked when seen at the early
shows, and has an added bonus of being nicely
scented. One of my favourites, it is very nice in
arrangements. AGM 5 for £6.50
"Watersmeet" 4W - O, (LM) 51629 (Jamaica Inn x Gay
Kybo) This is a bold rounded flower of strong
stems that stand the weather extremely well, it is
well formed for show with several layers of pure
white perianth segments and prominent bright
Orange corona interspersed, a delicate scent can
often be detected £20 each
"Westward" 4W-Y. Late mid-season. A full formal
double with clear colours, a very strong plant with
a stiff stem and good neck to hold the flower
perfectly for show 3 for £2.95
"Wheal Bush" 4Y-Y (M) 5438 (St Keverne x Tamar
Fire). A large flower with the perianth and outer
segments in several whorls, dark golden colour
with the corona segments slightly darker and
slightly frilled, we have had good success when
showing in our collections. 3 for £7.50

-
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Wheal Bush 4Y-Y

Division 4. All yellow.
4Y Y(M)
"Angkor"
4Y-Y(LM) "Ensemble"
4Y-Y(M)
"Golden Bear"
4Y-Y(E)
"Golden Orbit"
4Y-Y(L)
"Islander"
4Y Y (LM) "Jeanne Bicknell"
4Y-Y(L)
"Ocarino"
4Y-Y(M) "Papua" AGM
4Y-Y(M) "Sherbourne"
4Y-Y(L)
"Tasgem"
-

-

£2.50 or 3 for £5.00
£2.50 or 3 for £5.00
£3.50
£5.00
£5.00
£2.50
3 for £4.00
3 for £2.95
£5.00
£12.50

Division 4. White with white, yellow, red or orange
segments.
4W-R(LM) "Accropolis"
3 for £2.95
4W-R(L)
"Achentour
£2.50
4W-O(LM) "Bete Ferrers"
3 for £2.95
4W-O(M) "Blossom"
£5.00
4W-O(LM) "Churston Ferrers"
3 for £2.95
4W-YYO(LM)"Flambards Village"
3 for £5.95
4W-R (L) "Fulwell"
£4.00
4W-O(LM) "Gay Kybo"AGM
£3.00
4W-W (LM) "Gay Song"
£4.00
4W-W(L) "Ice Diamond"
£7.50
4W-R(L)
"Independence day"
£2.50
4W-Y(LM) "Inara"
£3.00 or 3 for £7.50
4W-Y00(L)"Jamaica Inn"
3 for £5.00
4W-GYY(L) "Keats"
£5.00
4W-Y(M) "Kiwi Magic"
£6.00 or 3 for £15.00
4W-O(L) "Peach Prince"
£2.00 or 3 for £5.00
4W-W(VL) "Seedling"(Rosemullion)
3 for £7.50
4W-Y(M) "Serena Lodge"AGM
£10.00
4W-O(LM) "Sir Winston Churchill"AGm..3 for £2.95
4W-WYR(VL)"Spalding Double White" 5 for £2.50
4W-YWW(VL)"Tamar Double White"
3 for £2.95
4W-Y(L)
"Taslass"
£2.50 or 3 for £6.00
4W-O(L) "Ulster Bride"
£10.00
4W-Y(M) "Unique" AGM
3 for £2.95
4W-W(M) "White Marvel"
3 for £2.95

Division 4. Yellow with red or orange
segments.
4Y-O(M) "Crackington" AGM £4.00 or 3 for £10.00
£8.50
4Y-R(M) "Crowndale"
£10.00
4Y-O(M) "Dunkerry"
3 for £7.50
4Y-YRR(M) "Fossie"
3 for £2.95
4Y-O(M) "Gay Cavalier"
£12.00
"Kiwi Sunset
4Y-R(E)
3
for
£2.95
4Y-0(M) "Manly" AGM
3 for £5.00
4Y-O(M) "Smokey Bear"
3 for £2.95
4Y-R(M)
"Tahiti" AGM
Division 4. White with pink segments.
3 for £2.50
4W-P(M) "Blushing Maiden"
£4.00
"California Rose"
4W-P(L)
£15.00
4W-WPP(L)"Clouds Hill"
3 for £4.00
"Delnashaugh"
4W-P(L)
£25.00
4W-P(L)
"Dorchester"
3 for €2.50
4W-P(L)
"Elphin"
£3.00 or 3 for £7.50
4W-P(L)
"Gresham"
£12.00
4W-P(L)
"Indora"
£10.00
4W-P(LM) "Night Music"
3 for £4.00
4W-P(L)
"Pink Champagne"
3 for £4.00
4W-P(L)
"Pink Pageant"
£4.00
"Pink Paradise"
4W-P(L)
3 for £2.50
"Replete"
4W P(E)
3 for £4.00
4W-YPP(L) "Samantha"
3 for £4.00
"Spaniards Inn"
4W-P(L)
£1.50 or 3 for £4.00
"Sugar Loaf"
4W-P(L)
3 for £3.50
4W-YP(L) "Suisguil"
£5.00
4W-P(M) "Tropical Isle"
£10.00
"Waldorf Astoria"
4W-P(L)
-

Division 4. Yellow with Pink or White.
£3.00 or 3 for £7.50
4Y-P(LM) "Baldock"

Collection 4.
10% off the varieties shown for 3 bulbs of each of any five
varieties of your own choice.
Crownda le 4Y-R

Taslass 4W-Y
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DIVISION 5 - TRIANDRUS HYBRIDS

Horn of Plenty 4W-W

These delightful varieties of Daffodil are the result
of selective breeding where the species n.triandrus
has been introduced into its parentage, the resulting
plants often have 2 or 3 flowers on the stem, and are
amongst the ladies' favourites in floral
arrangements.
These from Division 5. and those of Division 6. are
generally much dwarfer in stature and are ideally
suited to the garden or rockery. The plants are hardy
and quite resistant to the windier spot where the
conventional Daffodil often gets broken off.
"Budock Bells" 5W-W(L) S98 (Broomhill x
n.triandrus) Up to three florets per stem - chalky
white - drooping, the perianth segments are
narrow and slightly reflexed, smooth and nicely
overlapped - the bulb sometimes gives
secondary stems to extend the flowering period.
A super garden variety with plenty of show
potential each £6.00

St. Day 5W-Y

Tater Du 5W-Y

"St. Day" 5W-Y(LM) 5717 (Merlin x Foundlin& x
n.triandrus). This has been much admires. by
everyone who has seen it growing in the field
trials where it has withstood 'all weathers' very
well. For show we have success on many
occasions. Usually it has 2 or 5 blooms to a
stem, it is smooth, well poised and of good clear
colours each £12.50
"Tater Du" 5W-Y (Penril x n.triandrus) 5374 Mid
season. This charming little Triandrus cultivar is
ideally suited to the rockery and has
consistently produced many stems with 2 or 3
drooping florets to each stem, the perianth
segments reflex to show off the widely
expanded corona with the stamens and stigma
excerted. For those who like to show this has
won several first cards and has been admired
for several years on our trade exhibits.
each £3.50

Budock Bells 5W-W

Yellow Perianths.
5Y-Y(M) "Harmony Bells"
5Y-Y(M) "Hawera" AGM
5Y-Y(LM) "Liberty Bells"
5Y-O(LM) "Puppet"
5Y-Y(M) "Stints" AGM
"Thoughtful"
5Y-Y(E)

White Perianths.
5W-P (L) "Akepa" (Few only)
£15.00
£3.00
5W-W(LM) "Arish Mell"
5W-W(M) "Bunchie"
£2.50
5W-W(M) "Horn of Plenty"
3 for £2.95
5 for £4.00
5W-W(M) "Ice Wings"AGM
5W-Y(M) "Merry Bells
3 for £2.95
5W-W(M) "Niveth"
3 for £2.50
5W-W(L) "Petrel" .fir-----3 for £2.50
5W-W(LM)"Ringing Bells"
£5.00 or 3 for £10.00
5W-W(M) "Rippling Waters" AGM
3 for £2.50
5W-W(LM)"Saberwing"
£1.50
£5.00
5W-W(L) "Silver Bells"
5W-Y(M) "Sidhe" (Few only)
£8.00
5W-W)(L) "Sunday Chimes"
£7.00
5W-GWW(LM)"Sydling"
£2.50
5W-W(M) 'Tresamble"
3 for £2.50
5W-Y(M) 'Tuesdays Child" AGM
3 for £2.95
5W-W(M) "Waxwing"
£1.50

Arish Mell 5W-W

Akepa 5W-P

Collection 5.
10% off the prices shown for 3 bulbs of each of any
five varieties of your own choice.

Harmony Bells 5Y-Y

Ice Wings 5W W
-
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3 for £3.50
5 for £2.50
3 for £2.95
£3.00
3 for £2.50
£2.00 or 3 for £5.00

Tuesdays Child 5W-Y
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Petrel 5W-W

DIVISION 6 - CYCLAMINEUS HYBRIDS
"Betsy MacDonald" 6W-P(LM) S130 (Foundling x
Tangent). This is a most sturdy plant with a
flower on short stems that seems to withstand the
weather well, has been greatly admired by many
visitors to the shows here in Cornwall and has had
some success on the show benches. The perianth
is broad and well overlapping which reflexes
naturally, to show off the vibrant pink corona. It is
perhaps a little large for some tastes but never the
less a fine example of its kind. £3.00
"Coombe Creek" 6W-O (LM) 5431 (Kea x
Foundling). The short stiff stem makes this a
perfect plant for the more exposed situation, but
the flower is also well suited for the show bench,
the ivory white perianth is broad, well
overlapped and strongly reflexed, with a long
corona of orange with pinkish undertones.
each £6.00
"Crofty" 6Y-Y (E) S271 (Perimeter x n.cyclamineus).
We have been admiring this charming little
variety in our trial beds for some years now, and
when shown at the Royal Horticultural Society
hall to several distinguished authorities,
achieved much acclaim for its dainty charm and
cyclamineus characteristics, the cup is short and
neat, with a very broadly overlapped perianth of
soft golden yellow, excellent for show and the
garden. £2.50 each or 3 for £5.00
"Frogmore" 6Y-Y (LM) 5210 (Ormeau x n.
cyclamineus)
We have named this at the request of several
successful exhibitors and enthusiasts, it is a little
larger than many in this division but does show
all the natural characteristics, and has been very
successful on the show benches, beautiful solid
colour and a strong plant.
£3.00 each or 3 for £7.50
"Kathy's Clown" 6W-WWP (M) 5432 (Kea x
Foundling). Here is a lovely little dwarf plant
that has stood the trials in our windswept fields,
it is beautifully formed for showing purposes
with the broad well overlapped perianth
strongly reflexed, the cup opens with pinkish
yellow tones but quickly fades to a clear pink
and neatly frilled rim, this one we love and
highly recommend. each £2.50

Frog more 6Y-Y

"Kea" 6W-YP (Jenny x 2W-P seedling) 5217. Late
mid-season. Successfully shown at the R.H.S.
This has a good cyclamineus form, the colour
and does need a little time to develop each £5.00
"Penril"6W-O. Mid-season. Another seedling
acquired from Brian, this is a much shorter plant
and has a typical cyclamineus growth habit. The
perianth is not quite pure white but does reflex
naturally and the slightly expanded goblet cup is
a most interesting coppery orange tone, a very
good plant admirably suited to the garden or
show 5 for £2.95
"Peppercorn" 6Y-WWY (M) 5672 (n.cyclamineus x
Trumpet Warrior)
Many time a show winner and absolutely
gorgeous luminous colours, the blooms open
soft yellow and develop as they mature, the
stems are short and plant small but strong and of
good increase, a distinct reflexing perianth of
this classification of flower £15.00 each
"Percuil" 6Y-Y (St Keverne x n.cyclamineus) S3.
Early season. A true Division 6 flower with
narrow naturally reflexing perianth segments
and a typical trumpet, short stemmed and very
nice in pots. each £4.00 or 3 for £8.50
"Roscarrick" 6W-P. Late season. Raised by l3rian
Duncan, this is a seedling stock that I purchased
some time ago, and is a particularly fine plant
that increases well and is a pretty flower, much
admired by all who see it. Alittle large for some
Division 6 critics, but has had many successes on
the show benches both here in Cornwall and at
national level - very smooth lovely colours
3 for £4.50
"Trehane" 6Y-Y (St Keverne x n.cyclamineus) S212.
Early season. Another good Division 6. A
strong plant that produces many fine blooms that
last a long time on the plant .each £2.50

Wang Hi 6Y-0

Rival 6Y-Y
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Division 6. Yellow perianths with white in the cup.
£2.50 or 3 for £6.00
6Y-WWY(E) "Inca"
£4.00
6YYW-W(E) "Lemon Silk"
6YYW-WWY "Minute Waltz"
£8.00
£5.00
6Y-WWY (M)"Wheatear

6W-Y(E)
"Surfside" AGM
6W-Y(E)
"Toby the First"
6W-Y(E)
"Trena"AGM
6W-O(LM) "Turncoat"
6W-Y(E)
"Waged Victory"

Division 6. Yellow perianths with yellow cups.
"Barlow"
£1.00
6Y-Y(E)
£1.00
"Bartley"
6Y-Y(E)
3 for £2.95
"Charity May"AGM
6Y-Y(E)
"Cornet"
5 for £2.50
6Y-Y(E)
£3.50 or 3 for £7.00
"Elfin Gold"
6Y-Y(M)
£1.50
6Y-Y(E)
"Flirt"
"Golden Cycle"
3 for £2.50
6Y-Y(E)
3 for £2.00
"Little Witch"
6Y-Y(E)
£12.00
"Mangaweka"
6Y-Y(E)
"Mr. Julian"
£6.50
6Y-Y(E)
£2.00 or 3 for £5.00
"Rapture"AGM
6Y-Y(EivI)
3 for £2.50
6Y-Y(M)
"Rival"
"The Alliance"
3 for £4.00
6Y-Y(E)
6Y-Y(E)
"Utiku £10.00
£7.50
"Warbler"
6Y-Y(E)
3 for £3.50
"Woodcock"
6Y-Y(E)

Division 6. White perianths with pink in the cup.
6W-GPF(L) "Bilbo"
3 for £2.95
6W-P(LM) "Cha Cha"
£2.50
6W-P(M)
"Cotinga"
£3.50
6W-WWP(L) "Elizabeth Ann"
3 for £5.00
6W-P(L)
"Foundling" AGM
5 for £3.50
6W-GWP(L) "Georgie Girl"
£2.50
6W-P(L)
"Kaydee" AGM
£2.50 or 3 for £6.00
6W-GPP(M) "Lavender Lass"
3 for £5.00
6W-GPP(L) "Reggae" AGM
£2.50
6W-P(L)
"Snoopie"
5 for £3.00
6W-P(L)
"Swing Wing"
£2.50
6W-P (LM) "Waif"
£3.00
6W-P(E)
"Winter Waltz"
£5.00

Division 6. Yellow perianths with red or orange in the
cup.
"American Robin"
£10.00
6Y-O(M)
3 for £2 50
"Chickadee"
6Y-O(M)
£2.50 or 3 for £6.00
6Y-Y00(VE) "Emperors Waltz"
"Itzim" AGM.
3 for £2.95
6Y-R(M)
5 for £2.50
6Y-0(E)
"Jetfire" AGM
£2.50
6Y-O(M)
"Kitten"
"Red Socks"
£5.00
6Y-R(E)
3 for £2.50
"Whang-Hi"
6Y-O(M)
Division 6. All white .
6W-W(E)
"Cazique"
6W-W(M)
"Frostkist"
6W-W(LM) "Jenny" AGM
6W-W(LM) "Ouzel"
"Sextant"
6W-W(L)
"The Knave"
6W-W(M)
6W-W(M)
"Tracey

3 for £4.50
3 for £4.50
£2.50 or 3 for £6.00
5 for £2.50
£1.50

Collection 6 10% off the prices shown for 3 bulbs of each of any
five varieties of your choice.

£6.50
3 for £3.50
5 for £2.95
3 for £3.50
£1.50
3 for £2.95
£3.00

Division 6, White perianths with yellow or orange in
the cup.
£1.50
6W-YYO(EM) "Beryl"
3 for £2.95
"Dove Wings"AGM
6W-Y(E)
3 for £3.50
6W-GWY(E) "Greenlet"
5 for £2.50
6W-Y(EM) "Jack Snipe" AGM
£1.00
6W-Y(EM) "Joybell"
£2.50
6W-Y(E)
"Noss Mayo"
£4.50
"Pharlarope"
6W-Y (E)
Elizabeth Ann 6W-WWP

RoscarrIck 6W-R
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Itzim 6Y-R
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DIVISION 7. JONQUILLA HYBRIDS.
This Jonquilla section is for hybrids that have been bred with
the species n.jonquilla. The resulting plants vary in stature
from quite dwarf to very tall, however they are generally on
good stiff stems that can stand a fair amount of wind. Most of
the stems do have several flowers on each and without
exception all are sweetly scented, which makes them ideal for
indoor decoration.
"An-Gof" 7W-GYO(LM) 5727 (Lancaster x njonquilia). This
we believe to be the first of this colour in the Division, it
has up to 3 florets on the stem but mostly twos, very
scented and of excellent show form, the plant is strong
and of good increase £6.50
"Boscastle" 7Y-Y(L) Sill (Aircastle x n .jonquilla). 2 or 3
sweetly scented flowers to a stem with broad smooth and
well overlapping perianth segments make this an ideal
show quality flower, bulbs often give secondary stems
which can only add to its benefits as a perfect plant for
the garden or cutting 3 for £2.50 or 5 for £4.00
"Crill" 7Y-R, (LM) S /677. (Dateline x n.jonquilla) A new and
exciting jonquilla hybrid, this is a most prolific bloomer
with several tall stems being produced from established
bulbs, each stem has up to 3 florets of rich Golden Yellow
with a Bright Orange Red cup, it is nicely scented,
beautifully formed and the blooms last a long time,
perfect for the Show bench or the discerning gardener,
and we feel that this could well have a future in the cut
flower market. £12 each or 3 bulbs for E25
"Kit Hill" 7Y-YWW(L) 5107 (Aircastle x n.jonquilla). Stems
usually with two sweetly scented florets, very smooth
and soft pale yellow perianth segments and a neat round
cup that fades to ivory white,this flower has already won
its class on several occasions and much admired in our
trials each £2.00 or 3 for £5.00
"Mowser" 7Y-00R (LM) 5557 (Altruist x n.jonquilla) LIp to 4
florets on a stiff stem, it is very prolific of bloom with
many secondary blooms with 1 to 3 florets, the blooms
are neat and rounded, of dark golden yellow with a
shallow crown of dark red slightly paler at the base
(AM)e.
each £10.00
"Penstraze" 7Y-GRR (M) 5694 (Montego x n.jonquilla var
henriquessi) A lovely twin headed and very sweetly
scented flower ideal for exhibition and has won its class
on many occasions, the richly coloured Yellow and Red
blooms with a contrasting Green centre are small and in
perfect balance with shorter stem, it is long lasting and
appears to stand the weather well. £12.50 each.
"Penvale" 7W-GYY, (LM) S/773 breeding (Cool Crystal x
Pismo Beach) x n.jonquilla) There are not many White
coloured varieties in the Division, this is a tall beautifully
formed flower with usually two florets on the stem clear
colours and very sweetly scented, the bulb does send up
several secondary stems as an added bonus to extend the
flowering period, excellent for all situations, and a fine
show quality flower. €10 each

"Polruan" 7Y-GYY, (L) S/809 (Suntory x n.jonquilla) This
highly scented variety can have up to 3 Dark Golden
Yellow flowers on the stem, it is a prolific grower and will
give many extra stems form established bulbs, very
durable plant and excellent for Show or for the Garden. ..
£7.50 each or 3 bulbs for £20
"St. Piran" 7W-Y (Aircastle x n.jonquilla) S108 Late season.
Like our Cornish Saint this flower has been much revered,
it has had some good success on the show benches when
under number, it is also a particularly good plant and well
suited to the garden and stands the weather well, like
most in the jonquilla section has a delightful scent, usually
two or three florets on the stem. ..each £2.50 or 3 for £5.00
"Sweet Blanche" 7W-W (M) 5220 (Grand Prospect x
n.jonquilla) Most stems have only one flower but the bulbs
will send several secondary stems thus extending the
flowering period, this makes for perfect cut or garden
variety although it has won its class on many occasions.
The scent is sweet and the perianth smooth and opens a
soft creamy yellow which fades to white. Very long
lasting. each £1.00 or 3 for £2.50
"Treble Two" 7Y-GYY(LM) 5222 (Aircastle x n. jonquilla)
Named at the request of several admirers of this flower. It
has been successfully shown under number for many
years. Two or three large rounded flowers to the stem,
smooth and very broadly overlapped. A good show
flower
each £12.00
"Trelissick" 7Y-GYY, (L) S/743 (Lancaster x n.jonquilla) An
exciting new flower for the Jonquilla Hybrids this is a
very robust variety and vigorous plant with tall stems
bearing up to 3 florets broad, smooth and of good texture,
the perianth is soft luminous Yellow with a cup of Darker
shade and Green in the centre, it is very sweetly scented,
and like many of this kind of flower the bulbs will send
up several secondary stems to prolong the flowering
period, a must for the scentedGarden.
£5 each or 3 bulbs for £12
"Wheal Coates" 7Y-O(M) 5416 (Pinza x n.jonquilla) AGM This
is a lovely flower of show quality, beautifully scented and
a rounded well overlapped perianth with shallow cup of
bright orange, usually two flowers to each stem, with
bulbs sending many secondary stems to extend the
season. £2.00 each, 5 for £7.50
"Wheal Kitty" 7W-W (Handcross x n.jonquilla) S219 Early
season. Named at the suggestion of several noted
growers as an ideal plant for the garden, the stem is short
and stiff and the flower stands well in bad weather, like
many from this division a great many secondary blooms
are produced to extend the flowering period, the flowers
open with yellow undertone but soon fades out to a clear
chalky white, the perianth is broad and sometimes take
on a little twist when mature, it has been exhibited with
some success and we see no reason why it should not
continue to do so. 3 for £2.50 or 10 for £6.00
St. Piran 7W-Y

0 ryx 7Y-W
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Division 7. All yellow.
7Y-Y(LM)
"Flycatcher"
3 for £2.95
7Y-Y(M)
"Golden Incense"
3 for £2.95
"Kokopelli"
3 for £5.00
7Y-Y(L)
£2.00
7YYW-Y(M) "Life"
7Y-Y(E)
"Logan Rock"
5 for £2,95
£4.00
7Y-Y(E)
"Marzo"
7Y-Y(LM)
"Nanpee"
5 for £2.95
7Y-Y(EM)
"Odorous rugulosus". AGM 3 for £2.95
3 for £2.50
7Y-Y(M)
"Penpol"
7Y-Y(LM)
"Pipers Barn"
£1.50
5 for £2.95
7Y-Y(M)
"Quail" AGM
7Y-Y(M)
"Rosemoor Gold" AGM
5 for £4.95
"Sundial"
5 for €2.95
7Y-Y(M)
5 for £2.50
7Y-Y(LM)
"Sun Disc" AGM
7Y-Y(E)
"Sweetness" AGM
5 for £2.50
7Y-Y(EM)
"Shepherds Hey"
£4.50
5 for £2.95
7Y-Y(M)
"Trevithan" AGM
"Tittle Tattle"
3 for £2.50
7Y-Y(LM)
Division 7. Yellow perianths with red or orange in the cup.
"Bunting" AGM
3 for £2.95
7Y-O(L)
"Indian Maid" AGM
3 for £2.50
70-R(LM)
7Y-YYO(M) "Joppa"
5 for £2.95
5 for £3.00
7Y-0(L)
"Kinglet"
7Y-YYO(L)
"Lintie"
5 for €2.95
3 for £2.95
7Y-R(E)
"Porthchapel"
7Y-YYP(M)
"Punchline"
£4.50
£1.00
7Y-O(L)
"Starfire"
7Y-O(LM)
"Stratosphere"
3 for £3.50
"Walton"
3 for £2.95
7Y-R (M)
Division 7. Yellow Perianths with white cups.
7Y-W(L)
"Canary"
£7.50
3 for £2.95
"Chat"
7Y-W(L)
7Y-W(LM)
"Dickcissel"AGM
3 for £2.95
7YW-YWIAT(L)"Hillstar"
3 for £3.50
3 for £4.50
7Y-W(L)
"Intrigue"AGM
7Y-W(L)
"Oryx" AGM
3 for £2.95
7YYW-W(LM)"Pi-Dit"AGM
3 for €2.95
5 for £2.50
"Verdin"
7Y-W(L)

Odorous Rugulasus 7Y-Y

Kokopelli 7Y-Y
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Division 7. White perianths with white or yellow
in the cup.
7W-W(LM) "Curlew"
7W-W(L)
"Eland"
7W-Y(L)
"Fruit Cup"
7W-W(LM) "Nancegollen"
7W-Y(L)
"Quickstep"

3 for £3.50
£2.50
£4.50
3 for £2.95
£3.00

Division 7. White perianths with pink in the cup.
7W P(L)
"Bell Song"
5 for £4.50
7VV- P(LM) "Cherie"
5 for £2.95
7W GWP(L) "Pink Angel"
£1.50 or 3 for £4.00
-

-

Collection 7.
10% off the prices shown for three bulbs of any five
varieties of your own choice,

Trelissick 7Y-GYY

Penvale 7W-GYY

Hand 7W-W

Polruan 7Y-GYY
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Indian Maid 70-R

Division 8. The Tazetta Hybrids.

These plants are the results of many years of
breeding and can really be divided into two types.
They are with the exception of "Minnow" all quite
big plants, some do have very tall stems and
foliage. The first kind are more of the true n.tazetta
species in form. As the species is generally found in
warmer regions of southern Europe and the
Mediterranean . They are somewhat tender and do
require a hot dry summer period to perform at their
best, however they are well worth trying, when
each stem could have up to 15 or 20 highly scented
florets. The second group or kind is the "Poetaz",
these are slightly different in style and have fewer
florets, and the scent is an admixture of the n.tazetta
and that of the n.poeticus from which these hybrids
have been derived. It is the poeticus part that make
these much hardier and do withstand our winters
as well as any other type of daffodil.
"Hugh Town" 8Y 0(VE) Raised at the Rosewarne
this wonderful multi-headed flower is proving to be
one of the best of its type for cutting and floral
arrangements, and is a magnificent choice for the
early Garden Display. Site the planting to avoid a
very cold situation and to receive the full benefit of
sun during the summer to ensure a thorough
ripening of the bulbs. This is one we highly
recommend to you, highly scented.
each £1.00, 3 for £2.50
-

Killara 8W-Y

Glorious 8W-0
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Division 8. Yellow perianths, with the true n.tazetta
characteristics.
8Y-O(E) "Soleil D'Or"
5 for £2.50
3 for £4.50
8Y-R (VE)"Innisidgeon" (slightly tender)
3 for £4.50
8Y-R (E)"Martinsville" (slightly tender)
Division 8. White perianths, with the true n.tazetta
characteristics.
8W-Y(EM)"Avalanche" AGM
5 for £4.95
£1.00
8W-Y(E) "Brentswood"
3 for £2.95
8W-Y(M)"Compressus"
3 for £2.95
8W-O(E) "GIonosus"
8W-Y(E) "Grand Primo Citronaire"
3 for £2.95
3 for £2.95
8W-Y(E) "Grand Monarque"
3 for £1.50
8W-W(E)"Eaper White Grandiflorus"
£4.00
8W-W(E)"Pollys Pearl"
8W Y(M) "Silver Chimes"
3 for £2.95
Division 8. Yellow perianths, with Poetaz characteristics.
8Y-YYR(LM)"Chinita"
5 for £2.95
8Y-O(M) "Dan duPlessis"
£3.00
8Y-R(E) "Falconet" AGM
5 for £4.50
8Y-O(M) "Golden Dawn" AGM
5 for £2.95
8Y-YY0(M)"Highfield Beauty" AGM
3 for £2.95
3 for £2.95
81-0(E) "Hoopoe" AGM
8Y-GOR(E) "Matador"
3 for£2.95
5 for£2.00
8Y-O(E) "Martinette"
8Y-O(M) "Mike Pollock"
£3.00
8Y-R (M)"Motmot"
£4.00
8Y-R (EM)"Royal Connection"
3 for £4.00
81-0 (M)"Sparkling Tarts"
£5.00
8Y-Y(E) "Sugar Cups"
£3.00
Division S. White perianths with the Poetaz characteristics
8W-0(E) "Early Splendour"
3 for £3.50
8W-0(LM) "Geranium" AGM
3 for £2.50
3 for £4.50
8W-Y(M) "Jamage"
8W-Y(M) "Killara"
3 for £4.50
8W-O(E) "Martha Washington"
3 for £2.95
8W-R(M) "St. Agnes"
3 for £2.95
8W-0(EM) "St.Keyne"
5 for £2.95
Collection 8. 10% off the prices shown for three bulbs of each
of any five varieties of your choice.
-

Soleil D'Or 8Y-0

Early Splendour 8W-0
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Division 9. The Poeticus Hybrids

These flowers have been commonly called the
"Pheasant Eye" and indeed they have been bred
from the old species, however these varieties are far
superior in form and colour and flower when most
other Daffodils have been long finished. They are
best picked young as the sun does affect the lovely
colours if left out. They are without exception all
highly scented. The plants like to be planted in good
soil that never completely dries out, this helps to
keep them cool. Set the bulbs slightly deeper than
normal and leave undisturbed. New bulbs may take
a season to settle, but are well worth their place in
the garden.
"Blisland" 9W-YYR(L) S584 (Corofin x Lady
Serena). We have had many successes with this
on the show bench, the flowers are pure white
with a shallow corona of yellow rimmed in red,
of good substance and delightfully scented, we
have a good stock available
each £5 or 3 bulbs for £10
"Colville" 9W-GYR (Corofin x Crenver) x Crenver)

9W-GYR(L) "Benbane Head"
9W-YYR(L) "Caedmon"
9W-GYR(L) "Campion"
9W-GYR(L) "Cantabile" AGM
9W-GYR(L) "Cargreen"
9W-GYR(L) "Chesterton"
9W-R (L) "Dimple"
9W-GYO(L) "Dulcimer"
9W-GYP(L) "Fair Head"
9W-GYR(L) "Hexameter"
9W-GYR(L) "Irelands Eye"
9W-GYR(L) "Killearnan"
9W-GYR(LM) "Lady Serena"
9W-GYR(L) "Lyric".
9W-GYR(L) "Murlou h"
9W-GYR(L) "Poets Way"
9W-GYR(L) "Sea Green"
9W-GYR(L) "Sonata"
9W-YYR(L) "Stilton"
9W-GYR(L) "Tinopai"
9W-GYR(L) "Vers Libre"

£5.00
£2.00
£1.00
3 for £2.95
3 for £4.50
£3.50
£4.00
3 for £2.95
£3.00
£1.50 or 3 for £4.00
£4.00
£3.50
3 for £2.95
3 for £3.95
3 for £4.50
3 for £3.50
£1.50
3 for £2.50
5 for £2.50
£7.50
£2.00

Collection 9. 10% Off the prices shown for 3 bulbs of each
of any five varieties of your choice.

S131 Late season. Named at the request of
several enthusiasts, this flower has already
featured in the prize winners on several
occasions, the perianth opens with greenish
undertones, but soon whitens to form a good
foil for the brilliantly coloured corona, like all
flowers of this kind it will not tolerate the sun
and does need to be picked young. each £7.00
"Kabani" 9W-GYR(L) 5742 (Woodland Star x Lady
Serena). This is a tall strong growing plant of
good constitution, a very consistant show quality
flower with a broad well overlapped perianth
and a shallow corona of bright yellow and a dark
red band with a lovely green centre, we have
successfully shown this on several occasions ...
£4.50
"Penjerrick" 9W-GYR (L) 5554 (Woodland Star x
Lady Serena)

Penjerrick 9W-GYR

This is a larger flower on the style of Lady Serena,
but with much more substance and a smoother
perianth the shallow crown is very rich in colour
with a hint of olive in the throat, I have show this
with success on several occasions at the RHS
shows in my 5 to 9 group.
£3.50 each or 3 for £7.50
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Dulcimer 9W-GYO

Stilton 9W-GRR
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DIVISION 11- Split Corona or Collar Daffodils
"Arwenack" 11aY-YY0(EM) 5224 (Brandaris x Paricutin).
The broad, smooth and flat perianth is well
overlapped and a bright Golden Yellow, and is an
excellent foil to the six coronal segments opposite and
closely overlying the perianth, the outer zone being
slightly frilled and deeper orange tone, the plant is
vigorous and flowers of a good show quality
each £2.50 or 3 for £5.00
"Bosbigal" 11a Y-0 (Brandaris x Paricutin) 5315 Early
season. The perianth is broad and well overlapping, a
little pointed, and the coronal segments are evenly
split and laying flat to the perianta, a vigorous plant
and very colourful flower of good show form.
5 for £4.50
"Bosinney" 11a W-WPP(M) S333 (Pearlax x Audubon) A
flower that has been much admired under trial, the
stems are only of a medium length and flowers seem
to resist the weather, to make this the perfect plant for
the garden. The perianth is somewhat acute though
well overlapped and shows off the very pretty slightly
frilled corona to its best. 3 for £4.50
"Boslowick" 11aY-0 AGM (Gironde x Paricutin) 5225.
Mid-season. A tall strong plant with a flower of good
colour. The perianth is broad and flat, slightly pointed
at the tips, with an evenly split cup laying flat against
each segment. .3 for £4.50
"Bosvale" llaW-P(LM) S685 (Chenoweth x Rainbow) x
Phantom. This is aood decorative bloom, a flat
smooth corona of soft peachy pink that lays nicely
against the white perianth segments, has been much
admired at shows and won its class on several
occasions each £15.00
"Camyorth" 11aY-R(EM) S117 (Brandaris x Paricutin) The
flower appears to last an extraordinary long time and
seems to stand the weather, I have used this for
showfor many years and has many top awards to its
credit, The perianth is slightly pointed but flat and
well overlapped with a flat evenly split corona, highly
recommended. each £3.00, 3 for £7.50
"Conowingo" 11aY-Y, (LM) S / 765. (Golden Aura x
Collarama) Here we have a superb show quality
flower of classic form, the broad smooth perianth is a
lovely Primrose Yellow which shows off the
beautifully serrated and gofferd flat corona to its very
best, like its parents the plant is vigorous and the
bulbs appears to be resistant to disease and rotting
when grown in our field trials £25 each
"Gillan" 11aY-Y00(LM)PCe S411 (Brandaris x Falstaff)
Has oval perianth segments that are well overlapped
of rich yellow, The corona is split into six segments
opposite and closely overlying the perianth that are
orange with yellow tones towards the centre - large
stock available AGM. each £1.50, 3 for £4.00

"Gunwalloe" 11aY-R(LM) 5291 (Brandaris x Falstaff) This
very brightly coloured flower has been selected for its
vigour and suitability for show, garden or cut flower. I
have successfully shown this for several years. The
perianth is broad and well overlapped to show off the
round flat evenly split corona to its best. ..each £2.50
"Jack Wood" 11aY-YY0 (M) S540 (St Keverne x
Tiritomba) AMe
We think this is probably the best show form flower in
his division we have yet; beautifully balanced and
very smooth the colours are rich golden shades with a
flat corona of slightly darker tone with a touch of
orange at the rim the vigour of both its parents have
been passed on to this plant to make well suited to the
Garden, for cutting and for the Showbench. each £7.50
"Jantje" llaY-0(EM) S113 (Brandaris x Paricutin).
Pronounced `Yan cher' this was named at the special
request of the Dalton family for Jan a popular figure in
the daffodil fraternity, we are very pleased to release
this excellent variety to you. The colours are bright,
the plant strong and vigorous, with a proven show
record. It has been admired in our trial beds for
several years each £4.00 or 3 for £10.00
"Langarth" llaW-P (LM) 5674 (Quiet Day x Phantom)
Not quite an intermediate in size but this is a
beautifully formed and colourful little flower on
shorter stems, as bonus it is slightly scented, the plant
is sturdy and we have on several occasions
successfully featured this in our collections at shows .
£12.00each
"Menehay" llaY-R (Paricutin x Top Hit)AGM 5155. Midseason. Good perianth with a flat evenly split cup of
clear colours, it is of excellent show form, a good plant
with stiff stem each £4.50 or 3 for £10.00
"Pampaluna" 11aY-Y (M) 5854 (Golden Aura x
Colarama)
This we consider ranks among the best formed and
smoothest of it type it is perfect for exhibition and of
very good substance, the colours are Rich Dark Gold
and last a long time on the plant, which make this an
ideal bulb for Exhibition or the Discerning Gardener,
on some seasons we could detect a slight scent.
£8.00 each
"Rosannor Gold" 11aY-Y (E) 5363 (Obelisk x Tamar Fire).
An excellent plant for the garden, or cutting and for
show, it is clear golden yellow throughout with broad
well overlapped perianth segments and a slightly
frilled corona laying flat and closely overlaying the
perianth.
3 for £5.00

Arwenack 1 1 Y Y00

Jantje 11 aY-R

-
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"Sparnon" 11aW-GYY (M) 5118 (Pearlax x Audubon).
One of our earlier crosses in this Division but we
were reluctant to name it, but as the stock built up the
vigour and quantity of blooms has made this a most
desireable plant for the garden or for cutting,but we
have also had some success with it on the show
benches, it always attracts attention in our fields, the
flowers are white with a soft canary yellow frilled
corona with greenish tones at the centre, well liked by
our florist friends.
3 bulbs for £2.95 or 5 for £4.00 or 10 for £6.00
Division 11a. Yellow Perianths
11aY-Y(LM)
"Bergerac"
11aY-OYY(M) "Brandaris"
"Colorama"
11aY-0(LM)
11aY-YY0(M) "Fashion"
"Gironde"
11aY-Y(LM)
"Mondragon"
llaY-O(LM)
11aY-Y(M)
"Obelisk'
11aY-YYP(L) "Pacific Mist"
11 aY-O(EM)
"Tiritomba"
11aY-Y(M)
"Top Hit"
11aY-Y(L)
"Tripartite"AGM
Division lla. White Perianths
"Astro Pink"
11aW-P(M)
IlaW-Y(M)
"Belcanto"
"Canasta"
llaW-Y(E)
11aW-P(LM) "Cool Evening"
"December Bride"
llaW-P (M)
llaW-Y(E)
"Egard"
"Mission Impossible"
11aW-P (M)
llaW-Y(M)
"Oecumene"
llaW-YPP(M) "Palmares"
11aW-Y(LM) "Pearlax"
11aW-YYP(LM) "Pearlshell"
"Phantom"
11aW-P(M)
"Pink Formal"
11aW-P (M)
"Pink Glacier"
11aW-P (M)
11aW-P(LM) "Pink Holly"
11aW-P(M)
"Pink Tango"
"Sancerre'
11aW-Y(E)
"Silver Plate"
11aW-W(E)
"Silver Shell"
11aW-W(M)
"Valdrome"
11aW-Y(M)

£2.50
3 for £3.50
3 for £3.50
3for £4.50
3 for £3.50
3 for £2.50
£5.00
£9.50
3 for £2.95
3 for £3.50
5 for £3.50
£8.00
3 for £2.95
3 for £2.50
3 for £10.00
£10.00
3 for £2.95
£12.00
£2.50
3 for £2.95
£1.50
3 for £2.50
£2.50
£10.00
£10.00
£10.00
£8.00
£1.50
3 for £4.50
3 for £3.50
3 for £4.50

DIVISION 12 - Miscellaneous Daffodils
"Cornish Chuckles" 12Y-0(E) (Matador x n.cyclamineus).

This super little plant is a sister to Eaton Song being
just a little shorter in the stem and of darker colour
in the cup, a very prolific bloomer with several
blooms to a stem and established bulbs will produce
secondary stems to extend the flowering period, a
must for the front border or tubs
3 for £3.50, 10 for £7.50 or 100 for £50.00.
"Eaton Song" 12Y-0 (Matador x n.cyclamineus). AGM

Very early. This is an excellent Dwarf garden plant
and an interesting variety for showing, very long
lasting and sends many secondary blooms to
lengthen its flowering season 5 for £2.50
"Odd Job" 12W-O, (LM) S / 350 (Merlin x Foundling) x

n.triandrus) We attempted to breed a dwarf plant with
different colour, this variety is shorter in the stem and
the flower smaller, the vigour is amazing and
produces large healthy bulbs with several bloom from
each bulb, the flowers are quite novel as the perianth
reflexes to show off the flat almost disc like corona, we
have shown this on several occasions in the novelty
classes where it has been very successful. A colourful
addition to the Garden. £2 each or 3 bulbs for £5
"Upalong" 12W-YYR, (LM) S/351 (Merlin x Foundling) x

n.triandrus) Quite a novel little flower, a sister plant to
'Odd Job', with naturally reflexing perianth segments
and a drooping poise, not as tall as many and will
stand the weather well, it is a most prolific growers
and make good bulbs, I have shown this in the
novelty classes with success on many occasions, but is
most suited to the Garden border £2.50 each
12Y-Y(E)"Golden Quince"
12Y-O(E)"Jumblie" AGM
12Y-Y(E)"Quince" AGM
12Y-O(E)"Tete - a -Tete" AGM

£1.50
3 for £2.50
3 for £2.50
5 for £2.50

Division lib Papillon Section
3 for £2.95
11bW/YVVY(M)"Lemon Beauty"
Collection 11. 10% discount off the prices shown for 3
bulbs of each of any five varieties of your own choice.
Odd Job 12W 0

Pink Holly 11 aW-P

-
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Upalong 1 2W YYR
-
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Tazetta Odoratus 1 3W-Y

DIVISION 13 - The Species and Wild Forms
I have been acquiring these for many years and have
obtained much pleasure from them, particularly those
grown in the alpine house. The species always seems to
resent being moved about, but once settled are a joy to see
in naturalised surroundings. Very large quantities are not
available. I believe them all to be true to name, but like
many there seems to be some considerable variance of
form, they are however named as sent to me or have been
grown from seed.
N.Bulbocodium Conspicuus 1 3Y-Y

N.Poeticus Recurvus 1 3W-GYR

3 for £2.00
n.biflorus mediolutus
3 for £5.00
n.moschatus cernus AGM
£10.00
n.moschatus cernus plenus
3 for £2.00
n.gayii
£1.00
n.tazetta cypri
£1.00
n. tazetta papyraceus
£1.00
n.tazetta orientalis
£5.00
n. tazetta aureus
£1.00
n.tazetta var tazetta
5 for £2.50
n.lobularis
3 for £2.00or 10 for £5.00
n.obvalaris. AGM
3 for £2.00
n.odorus plenus (Double Camperneli)
£1.50
n.poeticus poetarum 13w-yyr
£1.50
n.tazetta panizianus 13w-w
n.poeticus recurvus (Pheasants Eye)AGM (L)
..5 for £3.00 or 10 for £5.00 or 100 for £40.00
3 for £2.50

n.pseudo narcissus

MINIATURE DAFFODILS

"Kidling" 7Y Y(L) (n.jonquilla x Requienii) Alec Gray.
, This flower has the air of quality required for
top show. Needs slightly deeper planting to stop
excessive splitting. 3 for £4.50
"Small Talk" 1Y-Y(E) (Wee Bee op) Mitch, This is
an excellent plant for pots or the rockery. Its
rich golden colour good poise with short stiff
stems. each £2.50
"Yellow Minnow" 8Y Y (EM) This we obtained
from the Late Fred Shepherds collection of
Historical and Tazetta Daffodils and originally
came from the Alec Grey , the flower opens
with up to three florets on the stem with
narrow pointed segments and cup of clear
yellow which does not fade out with me.
£2.50 each
"n.tazetta odoratus " 13W-Y (French origin pre. 1936)
named as such by Alec Gray, flowers up to 6
per stem; small very like n.canaliculatus in
apperance, though foliage is more yellow
green than blue green of the latter, much taller
in the stem and more free flowering. 5 for £4.50
-

-

Yellow Minnow 8Y-Y

Hybrids
7Y-Y(L) "Baby Moon"
8W-Y(E)
Canaliculatus
7Y-Y(L) "Chit Chat"
7Y-Y(L) "Clare"
1W-W(E) "Ellca"
5Y-Y(M) "Fairy Chimes"AM(e)
10Y-Y (L) "Golden Bells"
12Y-Y(E) "Golden Quince"
1YYVV-WVVY(E) "Gipsy Queen"
5Y-Y(M) "Hawera"AGM
5W-Y(LM) "Ice Chimes"
12Y-O(E) "Jumblie"AGM
1W-Y(E) "Little Beauty"
1Y-Y(E) "Little Gem"AGM
6Y-Y(E) "Mite"AGM
8W-Y(M) "Minnow" AGM
7W-Y(L) "New Baby"
12Y-Y(E) "Oz"
2W-W(E) "Pico Blanco"
7Y-Y(LM) "Pixies Sister"
12Y-Y(E) "Quince"
7W-(L)
"Rikld"
3W-Y(LM) "Segovia" AGM
7Y-Y(L) "Stocken"
7Y-Y(M) "Sun Dial"
7Y-Y(L) "Sun Disc" AGM
12Y-O(E) "Tete-a-Tete"AGM
12W-W(M)"To-to"
1Y-Y(E) "Wee Bee"
3W-W(L) "XIT"
3W-Y(L) "Yellow XIT"

✓

;,---

Species
13Y Y(M) n.bulbocodium conspicuus AGM
-

13Y Y(L)
13Y-Y(L)
13Y-Y(E)
13Y-Y
13Y-Y(E)
13W Y
-

-

13Y-Y
13W-W
13Y-Y
13Y-Y
13Y-Y

n. jonquilla x (Gaffered cup)
n.jonquilla AGM
n.j. var henriquesii
n.intermedious
n.pseudonarcissus minor AGM

n.tazetta macleayi
n.pachy bolbous
n.rupicola
n. triandrus var triandrus
n juncifolious
mannor AGM
n.wilkommii

5 for £2.50
10 for £3.50
3 for £3.50
£7.50
3 for £3.50
£1.50
5 for £4.00
£1.50
3 for £4.50
5 for £2.50
£5.00
3 for £2.50
3 for £2.50
3 for £2.50
£1.00
5 for £2.50
3 for £3.50
£3.00
£2.50
3 for £3.75
3 for £2.50
£6.00
3 for £2.95
£1.00
3 for £2.50
5 for £2.50
5 for £2.50
£1.50
3 for £2.50
£3.50
£5.00

10 for £4.50
3 for £2.50
10 for £3.50
3 fox E4.50
£3.00
3 for £2.50
3 for £2.50
£1.50
.£3.00
£4.00
£2.00
3 for £2.50
3 for £5.00

Kidling 7Y-Y

Fairy Chimes 5Y-Y

Xit 3W-W

Yellow Xit 3W-Y

Mite 6Y-Y
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INTERMEDIATE SIZE VARIETIES
Many of these varieties have been re-classified from
the Miniature section as being just too large in
bloom size for the show classes, however the plants
are much dwarfer in stature than the standard
cultivars and most are well suited for the
intermediate classes at show or for the Border and
rock Garden.
"Pentire" llaY-R (M) 5686 (Falstaff x Brandaris)
We have been growing this for many years and almost
put it aside except for the perfection of bloom and its
size, but the vigour and increase has now made this a
indispensable and valuable little variety for the
"Intermediate "sections the plant and flowers are
dwarf and much smaller than its counterparts, but the
quality of this little flower is such that it has already
won on several occasions both here and in the U.S.A.
where it received the accolade of Reserve in the entire
Show £10.00 each
"Radjel" 4Y-R(M) 5298 (Paricutin x Tamar Fire). A
perfect intermediate size bloom that won its class at
the National Shows. The stems are tall and stiff with a
small formal double flower of bright golden yellow
with rich red petaloids. Like its parents a good
grower. each £5.00
"Salakee" 2Y- Y (E) S401 (Ristin x n.cyclamineus). This
lovely little flowet is a true intermediate, very dwarf
and a good grower, despite its pollen parentage there
is no reflex in the perianth, but it has inherited the rich
golden colour and smoothness of "Ristin", and has
many times been a winner in the intermediate classes.
each £4.50
"Skilliwidden" 2Y-Y (E) 5539 (Ristin x n.cyclamineus)
AMe. This is a Fun flower named after one of our

mischevous , Cornish Pixies (Piskies). The plant and
flowers are small, rich in colour and perfectly formed,
an ideal intermediate bloom. £3.00 each or 3 for £7.50
21-YRR (M) 'Bantam'
12Y-0 (E) 'Cornish Chuckles'
12Y-0 (E) 'Eaton Song'AGM
2W-Y (LM) 'Eoster'
2W-W (L) 'Elrond'
10W-Y (M)'Kennellis'
4W-W (L) Trou-Frou'
1W-Y (M) 'Little Dancer'
2W-GWP (L) 'Mary Kate'
1Y-Y (VE) 'Miss Muffle
4Y-Y (EM) 'Pencrebar'
4/-Y (E) Rip Van Winkle'
3W-GYY (M) 'Sidley'
1Y-Y (E) 'Small Fry'
1Y-Y (M) 'Sylph'
1W-1 (E) 'Topolino'

3 for £2.95
3 for £3.50
5 for £2.50
£15.00
3 for £2.95
3 for £4.50
£2.50
£3.50
£4.00
3 for £2.50
5 for £3.50
5 for£2.50
£1.50
£4.50
£6.50
5 for £2.50

The C.A.B.G.A. Collection
These varieties are not all grown by ourselves and as such
we may not be able to offer these for sale outside the
E.E.C.
They are all grown in Cornwall by Members of the
Cornwall Area Bulb Growers Association, and are subject
to the Ministry of Agriculture growing inspections, and
are free from major pest and disease.
It is by popular request that we have pleasure in including
the following varieties within our list. The bulbs are all
commercially graded and of full flowering sizes.
Prices are for a single pack of 10 flowering sized bulbs,
size of bulbs will vary according to the season and the
variety selected, for larger quantities the prices will be
adjusted as follows.
50 of any single variety 10% Discount
100 of any single variety 20% Discount
250 of any single variety 30% Discount
For larger quantities please ask for a quote.
Post cost for Europe will be charged at cost and will be
confirmed on receipt of order.

'Abba' 4W-0 (M)
This is a multi head double sport from the poetaz
variety 'Cragford' it is very vigorous and sweetly
scented, the stiff stems are slightly shorter and
should make this an ideal bulb for pot culture or
the front border
£2.95 per 10 bulbs

Cornish Vanguard 2Y Y
-

'Cornish Vanguard' 2Y-Y (VE)
A new exciting variety for the cut flower market,
but an exceptionally durable plant for the Garden
especially for those who wish to have some early
colour, flower early January here in Cornwall
£4.95 per 10 bulbs
'Crewena' 1W-Y (VE)
The perianth opens a greenish white with a bright
vivid yellow trumpet, a nice early variety for this
colour combination and a very strong grower
£2.95 per 10 bulbs

Abba 4W-O

'Golden Lady' 1Y-Y (VE)
A variety that is ideal for the wild Garden to give
that natural look, it is a lovely Golden Yellow on
good stems excellent for cutting and has a good
vase life, the perianth take on a natural twist when
fully developed and open Mid January here in
Cornwall
£1.95 per 10 bulbs

Crewena 1W-Y

2Y-Y
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'Golden Rain' 41 Y00 (VE)
Some say this is a double sport of the 'Soleil D'Or'
with several blooms to a stem, the scent is
delightful and the plant is vigorous, however it is
slightly tender and as such may not do so well in
colder districts, here in Cornwall we produce some
very fine flowers early in the year, but the best
results have been achieved by specialised treatment
of the bulb during the flowering initiation, the
results have been quite startling, these we offer
have been prepared for you. . . .£6.95 per 10 bulbs

Price per 10 bulbs

-

`Jedna'2Y Y (E)
Raised at Rosewarne as a cut flower variety to
which it is superbly suited both vigorous and early,
we think you will appreciate this for its early
Golden colour in the Garden .. E2.95 per 10 bulbs
-

'Marjorie Hine' 2W YOR (LM)
Tall vigorous and a Brightly Coloured variety for
the flower border excellent for cutting but the
colour develop best when left on the plant
£2.95 per 10 bulbs
-

'Miss Muffit' (VE)1Y Y
This is short stemmed variety bred from
n.asturiensis the form and colour is typical of the
species with the perianth inflexed and slightly
twisted the corona is gorgeously frilled, a perfect
variety for the Rockery or Tubs and the early
£4.95 per 10 bulbs
Garden Border.
-

'Weena' 2W-W (M)
Raised in New Zealand around 1949 and has been
almost unheard of until now when we discovered a
flower grower who acquired it from the breeder, it
is a strong vigorous grower and flowers well with
glistening white blooms, a fine variety for cutting
and perfect for the White Garden
£3.95 per 10 bulbs

4Y-0 (E)
2Y 0(E)
1W-Y(M)

"Apotheose"

2Y-Y (M)
21-Y (E)

"Aranjuez"
"Bravoure"Acm
"Camelot"AGM
"Carlton" AGM

4W-Y (L)
1Y-Y (M)
2W-YYO(E)
2W-0 (EM)
3Y-00R(EM)

"Cheerfulness"AGM
"Dutch Ma ster"Acm
"Early Bride"
"Eddy Canzony"
"Edward Buxton"

£2.95
£2.95
£4.95
£2.95
£2.95
£2.95
£2.95
£2.95
£2.95
£3.50

4W-Y (E)
2W-Y(E)
4W-R (L)

"Erlicheer"

£2.95

"Finland"
"Gay Time"
"Geranium"AGM
"Gloriosus"
"Golden Cheer"
"Golden Dawn"AGM
"Golden Ducat"
"Golden Harvest"
"Grand Monarque"
"Highfield Beauty"AGM
"Hugh Town"
"Ice Follies" AGM
"Irish Luck"
"Malvern City"
"Martinette"
"Mondragon"
"Niveth"

£2.95
£3.95
£2.95
£5.50
£2.95
£2.95
£2.50
£2.50
£4.95
£3.95
£6.50
£2.50
£2.95
£1.95
£2.95
£3.50
£6.50
£5.00
£3.95
£2.95
£2.95
£2.95
£7.00

8W-R(L)
8W-0(E)
2Y-Y (M)
8Y-R(M)
4Y--Y (M)
I Y-Y(E)
8W-Y (E)
8Y-YI0 (M)
8Y-0 (VE)
2W-W (E)
lY-Y (L)
1Y Y (E)
8Y-R (M)
-

llaY-0 (M)
5W-W(M)
13W-GYR(L)
41-1(M)
7Y-Y(M)
41-1 (L)
11-Y(VE)
8Y-R (EM)
SW-W (E)
2Y-R(E)
8W-Y (M)
8Y-R (E)
2Y-Y(E)
2Y-Y (E)
7Y-Y(EM)
4Y-R(M)
2Y-Y(VE)
5W-W(M)
4W-I (M)

n.poeticus recurus AGM

"Papua"
"Penpol"
"Primrose Beauty"
"Rijnvelds Early Sensation"AGNI
"Royal Connection"
"Scilly White"
"Sealing Wax"
"Silver Chimes"

"Soleil D'Or"
"St. Keverne"
"St. Patrick's Day"
"Sweetness" AGM

"Tahiti"

AGM

St. Patricks' Day 2Y- Y
54

£1.95
£3.95

£4.50
£3.50
£6.00
£2.95
£3.95
£4.95
£3.50
£4.00
£2.95

AGM

"Tamara"
"Tres amble"
"White Lion"

Gulliver 3Y-YYO

Evening 2W-W

55

Historical Varieties
We have for some years maintained a number of the older
or Historical varieties in our collection and are pleased to
offer the following that have been authenticated. Bulbs
are limited and in some instances only very few indeed.
Priceer
:p bulb
3 For £3.50
Pre 1913
"Baths Flame"
Pre 1923
£2.50
"Beersheeba"
£1.50
"Binkie"
Pre 1938
£1.00
"Blarney"
Pre 1935
Pre 1913
£2.00
"Caedmon"
Pre 1719
3 for £2.95
"Compressus"
"Crenver"
Pre 1927
3 for £3.50
Pre 1912
3 for £3.50
"Croesus"
Pre 1925
3 for £3.50
"Damson"
"Double Roman" Romanus
Pre 1576
£2.50
3 for £2.50
"Doublet"
Pre 1927
4W-YW
3 for £2.95
Pre 1913
9W-GYR "Dulcimer"
3 for £2.50
Pre 1935
2Y-0
"Dunkeld"
Pre 1902 ........
3 for £4.50
SW-YYO "Elvira"
£2.50
Pre 1935
"Evening"
2W-W
3 for £3.50
"Fine Gold
"
1946
1Y-Y
Pre 1903
3 for £3.50
3W-WYR "Firebrand"
3 for £2.50
"Fortune"
Pre 1917
2Y-0
4Y-0
"Glowing Pheonix"
Pre 1930
3 for £3.50
Pre 1885
3 for £4.50
1Y-Y
"Golden Spur"
"Gulliver'
Pre 1927
3 for £3.50
3Y-YY0
3 for £2.50
Pre 1912
2Y-0
"Helios"
Pre 1894
£2.50
9W-GOR "Horace"
Pre
1914
3 for £2.50
2Y-0
"Hospodar"
"Jules Verne"
Pre 1949. £1.50
2W-Y
3 for £4.50
"Kennellis"
Pre 1948
10W-Y
Pre 1907
3 for £3.50
"Killigrew"
2Y-0
Pre 1899
£1.50
1Y-Y
"Kin_g Alfred"
Pre 1931
£2.00
2W-Y00 "La Dante"
"Lady Margaret Boscawen"
2W-Y
£2.00
Pre 1898
Pre 1900
3 for £3.50
3Y-0
"Lucifer"
Pre 1914
£2.50
1Y-Y(E)
"Magnificence"
£1.50
2W-Y
"Mitylene"
Pre 1923
Pre 1869
£2.50
3W-W(M) "Mrs. Langtry"
2W-P(M) "Mrs. R.O:Backhouse"
Pre 1921
£1.50
9W-YRR "Poeticus Preacox"
Pre 1900
3 for £2.50
Pre 1947
3 for £3.50
3W-W
"Portrush"
3 for £2.00
Pre
1878
1W-Y
"Princeps"
£2.00
6Y-O(EM) "Roger
Pre 1952
3 for £3.50
2Y-0
"Rustom Pasha
Pre 1930
3 for £2.95
8W-0 (E) "St Agnes"
Pre 1926
Pre 1893
3 for £3.50
3W-Y
"Seagull"
£2.50
Pre 1953 ...
"Seraglio"
3Y-YY0
3 for £4.50
2Y-Y
"Sir VVatkin"
Pre 1884
Pre 1953
3 for £2.75
1Y-Y
"Sleiveboy"
Pre 1909
5 for £2.50
9W-YYR "Stilton"
4W-Y
"Sulphur Pheonix" Pre 1820
3 for £4.50
Pre 1901
£1.50
3W-YY0(M)"Sunrise"
Pre 1921
3 for £2.50
4Y-0
"Twink"
"White Emperor" Pre 1913
£2.50
1W-W
3 for £2.50
Pre 1898
"White Lady"
3W-Y
5 for £4.00,10 for £6.00, 50 for £20.00
Pre 1916
£2.50
2W-W
"White Nile"
3W-YYR "Winifred Van Graven"
3 for £2.50
Pre 1954
3 for E2.95
"W.P. Milner"Pre 1869
1W-W

3Y-0
1W-W(M)
2Y-W
3W-00Y
9W-YYR
8W-Y
3W-YYO
2Y-YYO
2W-WYR
4W-0

Dunkeld 2Y-0
56

INDEX
Calamansack
13
Abba
53
Beersheba
56
California Rose
31
Accent
(USA)
20
Belbroughton
20
Camelot
18,55
48
Accropolis
30
Belcanto
(Hol)
Cameo
(NZ)...19
Achduart
25
Bell Rock
8
Campion
45
Achentoul
30
Bell Song ..... ...(USA)
41
Canary
(USA) 40
Achnasheen
26
Belzone
(NZ)
18
(HOL) 48
Canasta
Advocate
25
Ben Aligin
11
19
Canisp
Ben Hee
Ahwahnee
19
18
Canaliculatus
51
Aintree
22
Benbane Head
45
Cantabile
45
Aircastle
(USA)
25
Bere Ferrers
30
Cape Cornwall
13
Akepa
(USA)
33
Bergerac
(Hol)
48
Capisco
26
Altruist
Beryl
36
26
Caramba
18
22
Altai-Ha
19
Bethal
Carlton
55
34
Amber Castle
12
Betsy Macdonald
Carib Gipsy
19
American Robin
(USA) 36
Biffo
27
Cargreen
45
American Shores
(USA)11
Bilbo
37
25
American Heritage
(USA)11
Binkie
(Hol)
56
Carnkief
ert
13,20
27
26
Amstel
Birdsong
Carnyorth
46
12
Angel Wings
Bishops Light
19
Carole Lombard
26
30
Angkor
(USA)
n.biflorus mediolutus
50
Carwinion
5
38
An-Gof
Blarney
56
Casterbridge
18
Apotheosis
Blisland
44
55
Castle Rings
27
April Snow
19
Blossom
(NZ)
30
Cattistock
18
Aranjuez
Blushing Maiden(USA)
31
55
Cazique
(USA)
36
Arctic Gold
10
Bobolink
(USA) ..
20
17 I 2- 12
Cedar Hills ........ .......(USA)......25
Ardress
20 ft.-Bodelva
18
Celtic Gold
Argosy
10
Bodwannick
12,20
(NZ)
Centrefold
26
Arkle
Bold Prospect
10
(USA)
11
Cha Cha
37
Arish Mell
Bosbigal
46
33
Charity May
36
Arley Kings
19
Boscastle
38
Charleston
21
Arndilly
20
Bosinney
46
Chat
(USA)
40
Arpege
19
Bossa Nova
26
Cheer Leader
25
Arwenack
46
Boslowick
46
55
Cheerfulness
Ashmore
Bosmeor
12,19
19
Cheesewring
22
Astro Pink
(USA)
48
Bosvale
46
Chelsea Girl
20
Audubon (USA)
20
Brandaris
(Hol)
48
18
Cheltenham
Auntie Eileen
12,20
Bravoure
(Hol)
11,55
Chenoweth
20
Avalanche
43
Brentswood
43
Cherie
41
Avalon
Bright Flame
20
19
Cherrygardens
20
Broadlands
19
45
Baby Moon...(Hol)
51
Brookdale
11 ", Chesterton
(USA)
36
Badbury Rings
25
Broomhill
19 L Chickadee
Chickerell
25
Badenloch
Bryanston
18
26
Chiloquin
(USA)
11
Balalika
51
"bulbocodium conspicuus"
19
China Doll
21
Baldock
(NZ)
31
Budock Bells
32
Chinchilla
19
Bally Robert
10
Budock Water
12
Chin ita
43
BaLvenie
20
Bunchie
33
51
Chit chat
Bandit
Bunclody
18
(NZ)
20
Churston Ferrers
30
Banstead Village
Bunting
40
18
(USA)
Citron
(USA) 25
Bantam
52
Burntollet
11
Clare ...
51
Barlow...........(USA)
36
Butterscotch .(USA)
18
Claverly
21
Barnsdale Wood
18
Clearbrook
19
Bartley
36
Cadgwith
13
Clouds Hill
31
Baths Flame
56
Caedmon
45,56
Colitis Joy
(NZ)......20
Bedruthan
12
Cairntoul
25

57

19
Colliford
26
Colley Gate
4S
(Hol)
Colorama
19
Columbus
44
Colville
10
Comal .
46
Conowingo
43,56
Compressus
20
Cool Autumn
(USA) 26
Cool Crystal
(USA). 48
Cool Evening
21
Cool Pink....(USA)
34
Coombe Creek
11
Corbiere
36
Cornet
49,52
Cornish Chuckles
53
Cornish Vanguard
26
Corofin
(USA)
37
Colin ga
(NZ) 25
Countdown
18
Craig Stiel
31
Crackington
21
Creag Dubh
56
Crenver
53
Crew ena
5
Creed
38
Crill
25
Crimson Chalice
11
Cristobal
56
Croesus
34
Crofty
13
Croila
31
Crowndale
5
Crugmeer
(Aust) 11
Cryptic
18
Crystal Star
(USA)
13
Cud den Point
21
Culmination.... (USA)
19
Cultured Pearl
19
Cupids Eye
41
(LISA)
Curlew
10
(Hol)
Cyclops
11
(Aust)
Cyros
Dailmanach
Dallas
Damson
Dan du Plessis
Dateline
David Alexander
Daydream
(USA)
Dayton Lake
(USA)
Debutante
December Bride
Del Chapel
Delos
Delnashaugh
Demand

21
26
56
43
25
10
19
20
21
48
26
26
31
18

19
Desdemona
19
Desert Orchid
40
Dickcissel
(USA)
25
(Aust)
Dimity
45
Dimple
25
Doctor Hugh
8
Doombar
21
Dora Alkali
31
Dorchester
56
Double Roman
Double White Poeticus
30
(Tamar Valley strain)
Double White Poeticus
30
(Spalding strain)
56
Doublet
25
Doubtful
20
Dover Cliffs
36
Dove Wings
13
Dragon Run
45,56
Dulcimer
56
Dunkeld
31
Dunkerry
25
Dunley Hall
25
Dunsky
55
Dutch Master
55
Early Bride
43
Early Splendour (Hol)
(USA). .25
Earthlight
21
Eastern Dawn
49,52
Eaton Song
Eddy Ganzony .„ ...... .........„ ..... .55
18
Edgbaston
20
Edgegrove
55
Edward Buxton
48
(Hol)
Egard
10
(NZ)
Ekio
41
Eland
(USA)
18
Elburton
36
Elfin Gold
37
Elizabeth Ann
19
Elf
51
Elka
21
Ella-D
31
Elphin
52
Elrond
21
Elven Lady
56
Elvira
26
Emerald Pink
18
Emily
25
Emminent
36
Emperors Waltz (USA)
11
Empress of Ireland
30
. .(USA)
Ensemble .
52
Foster
25
(Aust)
Epona
27,55
Erlicheer ...........(Rust)
26
Estrella

58

Euryalas
Evening

8
56

Fair Head
Fair William
Fairlawns
Fair Prospect
Fairy Chimes.. (USA)
Fairy Island
Falconet
(USA)
Falmouth Bay
Falstaff
Far Country
Fashion
(HOL)
Fastidious
(USA)
Fe ock
Ferndown
Ffitch's Folly
Finland
First Formai .(USA)
Fine Gold
Fine Romance
Firebrand
Falmbards Village
Flirt
(USA)
Flycatcher
Flying High
Forge Mill
Fortune
Fossie
Foundling
Fragrant Rose
Freedom Rings (USA)
Frogmore
Front Royal
Frostkist
(USA)
Frou Frou
Fruit Cup
(USA)
Fulwell

45
21
22
21
51
26
43
22
18
21
48
20
22
23
14
55
25
10,56
21
56
30
36
40
25
18
56
31
37
21
19
34
19
36
52
41
30

Gay Cavalier
Gay Kybo
Gay Song
Gay Time
Geevor
Gellymill
Gemini Girl
Georgie Girl
Geranium .....(Hol)
Gettysburg
Ulan
Gin and Lime
Gipsy Queen
(Hol)
Gironde
Glacier..
Glen Cassley
Glen Clova
Glenside

31
30
30
55
27
5
21
37
43,55
19
46
11
51
48
20
26
18
20

Glissando
(USA)
18
Glowing Pheonix
56
Gloriosus
43,55
Geoffs Gaye
19
--Golant
F t
5
Gold Charm
(NZ)
18
Gold Convention
18
Gold Finger
10
Gold Hanger
18
Golden Amber
18
Golden Aura
18
Golden Bear
30
Golden Bells
51
Golden Cheer
55
Golden Cycle
36
Golden Dawn(USA)
43,55
Golden Ducat
55
Golden Halo
19
Golden Harvest
55
Golden Incense
40
Golden Jewel
18
18
Golden Joy
Golden Lady
54
Golden Orbit
(NZ).. 30
Golden Quince
49,51
Golden Rain
53
Golden Rapture
10
Golden Sheen
18
Golden Spur
56
Golden Vale
10
Golitha Falls
14
Good Measure
20
Goonbell
14
Gorran
22
Gossmoor
27
Grand Monarque
43,55
Grand Primo Citronaire
43
Grand Prospect
19
Great Expectations
18
Greatwood
8
Greenlet
36
(USA)
Greenodd
22
Gresham
31
Gribben Head
27
Gulliver
56
Gunwalloe
47
Gwennap
8
Gwinear
14
Halleys Comet
Halzephron
Hambledon
Happy Fellow
Harmony Bells (USA)
Harpers Ferry
Hartlebury
Hawera
(NZ)
Heamoor

25
6
19
18
33
8
25
33,51
27

14
Helford Dawn
14
Helford Sunset
Helios
56
Hero
11
Heslington
26
Hexameter
45
Hicks Mill
Highfield Beauty (AUS)
43,55
Highlite (USA)
19
High Society
21
Hilda's Pink
21
Hillstar
(USA)
40
Holme Fen
20
Honeybird
(USA)
11
Honey Pink
(USA) .............19
Hoopoe
(USA)
43
Horace
56
Horn of Plenty..(Hol)
33
Hot Gossip
18
Hotspur
20
Hospodar
56
Hugh Town
42,55
Hunting Caye
18
Ice Chimes
51
Ice Diamond
(USA)...30
55
Ice Follies
33
Ice Wings
Idless
8
Immaculate
(Aust)
20
Irian
(Aust)
30
Inca
(USA)
36
Independance Day(USA)
30
Indian Maid ....(USA)
40
Indora
(Aust)
31
Innisidgeon
43
Intrigue
(USA)
40
Irelands Eye
45
Irish Minstrel
20
Irish Light
18
Irish Linen
26
Irish Luck
55
Isambard
28
Islander
30
Itzim
(USA)
36

"n.intermedious"

51

Jack Snipe
36
Jack Wood
47
Jamaica Inn
30
Jambo
18
Jamboree ..
(USA)
Jamage ........ ................. ....... ...... 43
Jane Ile
(NZ). 18
Jan-tie
47
Jeanne Bicknell
30
Jedna
54
Jenny
36

59

Jet Fire
(USA)
Jim's Gold
(NZ)
John Daniel
Johns Delight

36
18
28
23
51

"jonquilla"
"n.jonquilla" x
51
"n.j. oar "Henriquessii".. ........,...51
Joybell
Jopp a
Jules Verne
Jumblie
June Lake

"n.juncifoloius"

36
40
56
49
21,51
51

Kabani
44
Kalimna
(Aust)
11
Kamms
(USA) 11
Kamura
(Aust)
21
Kathy's Clown
34
Kaydee
37
Kea
35
Keats
30
Kebaya
21
Kennellis
52,56
Kernow
14,19
Kid ling
50
Killara
(Aus)
43
Killearnan
45
Killigrew
56
Killiyose
23
Kimmeridge
26
King Alfred
56
Kinglet
(USA)
40
Kingscourt
10
Kings Grove
11
Kings Pipe
15,19
Kit Hill
38
Kitten
36
Kiwi Magic
(NZ)...30
Kiwi Sunset
(NZ)
31
Knocklayde
26
Kokopelli (USA)
40
La Riante
56
Lady Margaret Boscawen
56
Lady Serena
45
Lalique
(USA)
25
Lamanva
15
Langarth
47
15
Larkhill.
37
Lavender Lass
Lee Moor
8
Lemonade
25
Lemon Beauty..(Hol)
48
Lemon Silk
(USA)...36
Lennymore
18
Lewis George
9
Liberty Bells ....(Hol)
33

Life
(USA)
40
Lighthouse
26
Lighthouse Reef
11
21
Limbo
19
Limehurst
Lindsay Joy
15
Lintie
40
Little Beauty ....(Hol)
51
Little Dancer
52
Little Gem
51
Little Jewell
(NZ)..... ....... 26
Little Witch
36
18
Liverpool Festival
26
Loch Alsh
26
Loch A ssynt
Loch Brora
20
Loch Coire
26
18
Loch Fada
18
Loch Hope
Loch Lundie
18
Loch Maberry
18
Loch Naver
18
Loch Stac
18
40
Logan Rock
(NZ)
10
Lordship
Lorrikeet
(USA)
11
20
Loveny
Lucifer
56
Lundy Light
15,18
Lyric
45
Lysander
20
Madam Speaker
28
Magnificence
56
Malvern City
55
Manly
31
Manaccan
9
Mangaweka
(NZ)
36
21
Mantle
Marilyn Ann
(NZ). .18
Marjorie Hine
54
Marjorie Treveal
28
Marlborough
Marlborough Freya
15
43
Martha Washington (Hol)
Martinsville
43
Martinette
43,55
Mary Kate
52
40
Marzo
Matador
(USA)
43
Mawla
6
Maya Dynasty (USA)
18
28
Mazzard
Melbury
21
Meldrum
10
Memento
(USA)
11
Menabilly
28
Me n-an-Tol
15

Menehay
47
Merlin
26
Merry Bells
(USA)
33
Merrymeet
29
Merthan ......... .............. ................ 6
Mike Pollock
43
Millennium Sunrise
16
Millennium Sunset
16
Milly's Magic
6
Minnow
51
Minute Waltz
(USA)...36
n.minor
51
Miss Muffit
52,54
Mission Impossible. .(USA) .48
Misty Glen
20
51
Mite
Mithrel
6
Mitylene
56
Mondragon
(Hol)
48,55
Mongleath
16
26
Monksilver
21
Montclair
10
Moon Dream
(NZ)
Moon Ranger
25
Moon Shadow
25
"n.moschatus cernus pianos"
50
n.rnoschatus cernus
50
Motmot
(USA)
43
Mount Fuji
20
11
Mount Rainier
Mowser
38
Mr. Julian
36
Mrs. Langtry
56
Mrs. R.O.Backhouse ................56
Mullion .
23
Mulroy Bay
10
Murlough
45
Namraj
Nancegollen
Nanpee
Nansidwell
Nanstallon
New Baby
Newcastle
New Hope
New Life
New Penny
Night Cap
Night Music
Niveth
Nonchallant
Norma Jean
Noss Mayo
Notre Dame

Oadby
Obelisk
Obsession
Ocarino
Odd Job

10
48
21
30
49
"n.odorus plenus"
50
Odorus Rugulosus ...(HOL) ...40
Oecumene
48
Orange Walk
26
Orchard Place
(USA)
25
Ormeau
18
Oryx
(USA)
40
Osmington
20
Ouma
9
Oykel
25
Ouzel
(USA)
36
Oz
(USA)...51
(Hol)

48
Pacific Mist
(USA)
Pale Sunlight
18
Palmares
(Hol)
48
Painted Desert.(USA)
25
Pamela Hubble
20
47
Pampaluna
Panache
11
Paper White Grandiflorus
43
Papua
30,55
20
Parkdene
25
Park Springs
Pa ssionale
21
19
Pastiche
Pa tabundy
18
Pay Day
11
(USA)
Peach Prince ....(USA)
30
Pe arlax
(Hol)
48
Pearl Shell
(Hol)
48
Pemboa
9
52
Pe ncrebar
19
Pengarth
19
Penjerrick
44
41
Penkivel
16
40 ,,,,oPennyfield
16
16
Penpol
40,55
16
9
Pennance Mill
51
Pennine Way
11
11
Penril
35
(NZ). 25
Pend Orielle
(USA)..25
(NZ)
25
Penstraze
38
25
Pentire
52
(USA
(Aust)
Penvale
38
10
31
Peppercorn
35
(US A)
Percuil
33,55
35
(NZ)
25
Perdridda
26
18
Perimeter....
25
36
Periphe 'pi
A)
21
33
21
Petrel .
U )
Pha
48
USA)
Pharl r pe
(USA)
36

60

Pico Blanco
51
Pineapple Prince (USA)
19
Pink Angel
(USA)
41
Pink Champagne
31
Pink Glacier
48
Pink Holly
{USA)
48
Pink Ice
(USA)
21
Pink Formal
48
Pink Pageant ....... ..... ............. 31
Pink Paradise
31
Pink Sapphire
(NZ)
21
Pink Silk
(USA)....11
Pink Surprise
(USA)
21
Pink Tango
(USA)
48
Pipe Major
18
Pipers Barn
40
Pipestone
(USA)...20
Pipit
(USA)
40
Pismo Beach
21
Pitchroy
20
Pixies Sister
51
Poeticus Praecox
56
"poeticus poetarurn"
50
"poeticus recurvus"
50,55
Poets Way
45
Pol Dornie
21
Pol Voulin
21
Polgooth
7
Pollys Pearl
43
Polruan
39
Poltreen
29
Polwheveral
16
Poppy's Choice
29
Pop's Legacy
(USA)
11
Portloe
7
Portrush
56
Porthchapel
40
Potential
11
Praire Fire
26
Preamble
11
Precosious
(USA)...21
Premiere
21
Presidential Pink (USA)
21
9
Probus
Primrose Beauty
55
Princeps
56
Princess Zaide
26
Prism
(LISA). .18
Punchline
(USA)...40
Puppet
(USA)
33
Purbeck
26
"n.pseudo narcissus"
50
"n.pseudo narcissus gayii"
50

"n.pseudo narcissus
obvalaris"
n.pseudonarcissus
lobularis

50
50

Quail
Quasar (USA)
Quickstep.
Quince

(USA) .40
21
(USA) .41
49,51

Radjel
52
Rainbow
21
Rameses
20
Rame Head
9
Rapture
(USA) .36
Raspberry Ring
21
Rav enhill
26
Recital
21
(USA)
Red Coat
19
Red Era
(NZ)
25
Red Socks
(NZ)...36
Refrain
(USA). .21
Regal Bliss
20
Reggae
37
Replete
(USA) .31
Rijnvelds Early Sensation
10,55
Rikki
51
Rima
(USA)
11
Rimmon
25
Ringing Bells.. (USA)
33
Ringleader
20
Ringmaster
19
Rip Van Winkle
52
Rippling Waters
33
Rival
(USA)
36
River Queen
(USA)
20
Rockall
26
Roger
56
Rosannor Gold
47
35
Roscarrick
Rose Royale
21
Rosemerryn
17,21
Rosemoor Gold
40
Royal Ballet
21
Royal Connection
43,55
Royal Marine
20
Royal Princess
26
Royal Regiment ...... ......... .....20
"n.rupicola"
51
Ruston Pasha
56
Rytha
17
Saberwing
(USA)
Sabine Hay
Salmon Trout
Salakee
Salute
(NZ)
Samantha
Sancerre
(Hol)
Satsuma
(USA)
Saturn
Scarlet Chord

61

33
26
21
52
19
31
48
10
26
19

Scarlet Tanager
Scilly White
Scorrier
Sea Dream
(NZ)
Sea Green
Seagull
Sealing Wax
Seedling 4W-W
Segovia
Seraglio
Serena Lodge
Sextant
Sheelagh Rowan
Shepherds Hey
Sherbourne
Sheviock
Sidhe
Sidley
Silent Valley
Silk Cut
Silversmith
Silver Bells
(USA)
Silver Chimes
Silver Kiwi
(NZ)
Silver Plate
(Hol)
Silver Shell
(Hol)
Silver Surf
Silverthorne
Silverwood
Sir Samuel
(Aust)
Sir Watkin
Sir Winston Churchill
Skerry
Sleiveboy
Small Fry
Small Talk
Smokey Bear
Snoopie
Snowcrest
Solar Tan
Soleil D'Or
Solferique
Sonata
Sonket
Soprano
Sorcerer ...
South Street
Spaniards Inn
Sparkling Tarts
Sp arnon .
Special Envoy
Spirit of Rame
Sportsman
Stanway
Starfire
(NZ)
Star Glow
State Express

19
55
7
26
45
56
19,55
30
51
56
30
36
20
40
30
19
33
52
11
20
20
33
43,55
20
48
48
20
23
26
21
56
30
18
52
56
52
(USA)....50
31
37
26
25
43,55
21
45
21
21
26
19
31
43
48
18
23
19
25
40
20
19

45,56
Stilton
43,56
St. Agnes
9
St.Budock
32
St.Day
17
St.Dilpe
55
St.Patrick's Day
18,55
St.Keverne
43
St.Keyne
39
St.Piran
Stinger
(USA) 19
33
Stints
(USA)
20
Stoke Charity
Stocken
51
11
Stormy Weather
Stratosphere ...(USA)
40
18
Strines
25
Suave
(USA)
Sugar Cups
(USA)
43
31
Sugar Loaf
(USA)
Suisguil
31
56
Sulphur Pheonix
40,51
Sundial
40,51
Sun Disc
25
Suntory
33
Sunday Chimes (USA)
56
Sunrise
21
Sunstroke
37
(USA)
Surfside
Surrey
19
Swaledale
18
23
SwanpooL
Swanvale
9
(USA) 19
Swedish Fjord
39
Sweet Blanche
Sweetness
40,55
37
Swing Wing
Sydling
33
52
Sylph
(USA)
Tahiti
31,55
Tamar Lad
19
Tamar Lass
26
18,55
Tamara
29
Tamar Fire
Tamar Snow
20
(USA)
21
Tangent
(Aust) .30
Tasgem
30
Taslass
(Aust)
32
Tater Du
"n. taz var odoratus"
50
50
"n.tazetta"
"n.tazetta aureus"
50
50
"n.tazetta cypri"
"n.tazetta maclaeyi"
"n.tazetta erientaiis"

51

50
51
"n. tazetta pachybolbous"
50
"n.tazetta panizianus"
"n.tazetfa papyraceus"... ......... „.50

„ ,p,wiror

49,51
24
36
10
36
33
17
25
10
25
45
48
40
51
37
52
48
20
19
36
17
39
23
10
35
39
37
33,55
7
17,21
40
17
51
"n.triandrus var triandrus"
Trident
23
Tripartite
48
Triple Crown
25
Tropic Isle
(USA)
31
11
Trousseau
26
Troutbeck
Trumpet Warrior..(USA)
10
Tuesday's Child
33
37
Turncoat
20
Tutankhamun
Twink
56
21
(USA)
Tyee

Tete-a-Tete
Tehidy
The Alliance
The Grange
The Knave
Thoughtful
Tideford
Tiffany Jade
Tiercel
(Aus)
Timolin
Tinopai
(NZ)
Tiritomba
(Hol)
Tittle Tattle
To-To
Toby the First
Topolino
(Hol)
Top Hit
(Ho])
Torianne
Torridon
(NZ)
Tracey
Trebah
Treble Two
.
Trecara
Trefusis
Trehane
Trelissick
Trena
(NZ)
Tresamble
Trevaunance
Treviddo
Trevithan
Trewarvas

Ulster Bank
Ulster Bride (Aus)
Unique
Uncle Duncan
Upalong
(NZ)
Utiku

25
30
30
11
49
36

Valdrome ..... (Hol)..
Valinor
Val Dincles
Veneration
(Aus)
(USA)
Verd in
Vernal Prince

48
21
26
11
40
25

62
"Th

Verona
Vers Libre
Violetta .
Virginia Water"
Viking
Vulcan

26
21
24
10
19

17
Wad ave rs
37
Waif
(USA)..25
Waldon Pond
Waldorf Astoria
31
Walton
40
(USA)
36
Warbler
26
Warmington
29
Watersmeet
Waxwings
(USA)
33
Wee Bee
(Hol)
51
(Aust)
54
Weena
(NZ) 20
Welcome
29
Westward
Whang-Hi
36
Wheal Bush
29
Wheal Coates
39
10
Wheal Honey
Wheal Kitty
39
Wheatear
(USA)
36
Whetstone
(USA)
11
White Emperor
56
White Empress
11
56
White Lady
White Lion
55
11
White Majesty
White Marvel
30
White Nile
56
White Tie
(USA)
26
White Star
11
Winifred Van Graven
56
Wicklow Hills
26
51
Winged Victory
37
24
Winholme Jenny
Winter Waltz
(USA) 37
36
Woodcock
Woodland Prince
25
Woodlane Star
26
Woodley Vale
17
Woolthorpe
20
56
W.P. Milner
Xit

51

Yellow Minnow
Yellow Xit
York Minster
Young American...(USA)

50
51
11
11

Zekiah
Zion Canyon

10
21

Sir Winston Churchill 4W-0

Pipit 7Y-W

Tiritomba llaY-R

